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PREFACE

This study is bawd on fieldwork conducted in Tianjin from September_1981
to January 1982. Although the data were collectedin collaboration_with Pan
Noigu (Chinese Acedeiny of Social Sciences)_ and Pan Yunkeng (Tianjin
Academy of SOCial Sdences);_and while_Pan Naigu and Wang Ching (Bei7
jing Food_Reseazth Bureau) assisted during various stages of data process-
ing; I alone am responsible_for the analysis of the data. I am gratefiil-to
Wang Ching and to Martin K. Whyte for su estions offered on an earher
version of this manuscript. -A debt of gratitude is due the Institute of So-
dology, Chinese Academy cifiaotial Sciences; itheTianjin_Municipal_GriVern,
ment; and the Tianjin Academy of -Social Sciences_ for_sponsorship _and
support in the field, Finally, I woutilficeto _thank the generous people of
Red Sky_ who enduredwith patience and kindness my probing into their
personal lives and _history._

Fieldwork in Tianjin was conducted under grants of the Committee for
Scholarly Communication with the Peoples Republic of Chinaiiand the Na-
tional Science Foundation. Funds for various phases of_the data-analysis
were provided by the Natiorial Sdence Foundation and by the Research
Foundation of the City Univertity of New York.



ABSIRACI" Thisis a reportofre&earch conducted kri Tianjin, IVople's Repub-
lic of China (September 1981_to January_1982), the objettiVe Of:Whichwas to
deSeribe and analyze changes infamilystrocture_marriage, patterns of post-
Marital re-Sid-eke, and fertilityin a neighborhoodof factory workers; over a
period of fifty yeats. The data derived:from a combination ofinterviews;_ques-
tionnaires, and documentary reSearth, indicate how:demographic data can
provide amobjective indicator and itteatiire of aocial and political change

Many of_ the ociat and-economic changes that tobk place -during the
modernization of presently developedsmieties also took plate in Tianjin. Mor7
talityqUickly_and precipitously declined; for_example. A-ccess- to education
greatly eicpanded arid women-were drawn imo thelabor_force.-Marriage and
reproductive lik Were delayed and the young acquiredgreater control ovet
and responsibility fot the arrangement of their own marriage& Spouses more
commonly moved away from-their parent§ at marriage and as a result fami-
lies becamesimpler In_ apurely eton0Mit SenSe taisinz -children became more
-costly and less rewarding;_and, as the theory of demographic hansition would
have us expect-, fertility declined:

But- ittrideriiiiitiOn theory and the model of _demographic _transition do
not anticipate -the fertility-transformations that actually occurred_ in_Tianfin.
Although most of the ftltility-depressing correlates of modernization emerged
and_fertility did decline-the pattern of thingeindicates that fertility was at
least as responsive topolitical shifts AS to Changes predictable simply on the
basis of what occurred durhwthe_modernization Of developed sotietie& _The
00iier suggests that it may be more_useful_to begin with the derribtraphic
pattern, and to use it to signal potentially important_ economic, political, or
&acial causes, than to b4giii with specific social changevassuming that they
invariably have a j:kiwerftil and consistent effect on fertility

Some results of China's 1982 -census and _national fertility survey have -
ready appeared in ChitieSe and EfigliSh, and scholars have begun to ana-
lyke the data Mr:a-dab-le. The &tampon_ which this analysis is based ate,
howevet, of a differentsorL This isa report of rewarch conducted in Tian-

rlietilsiiir municipality_ from September 1981 to Jatuaty 1982. The gtidy
fticiiSidon_the relationship between 5ocial fortitS and inttitutkins on the
one hand; and demographic behavior ori the Other. The more_sPecific_otb
jective was to describe and aoalyte, diachromcally family structure and
patterns of postmarital residente, Marriage, and fertility ina neighborhood
of factory workers. The Study ekamined, Dyer time, the way families have
adjusted to a variety of constraints, such asthose imposed by occupation,
income, hOUSing availability, natural disasters; political turmoil, and 3.S=
tematic fathily lithitation.

1. Pinyin romaziization of Chinese placenames is used in this paper. The WadeZiles
equivalent normally appears in parentheses after the first mention of a place.
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2 Marriage and Fertility in Tianjin, China

The data are derived from a combination of interviews, questionnaires;
and documentary research. They are unusual in that they provide a small
window through_ which to view change over a period of nearly fifty years
in asingle _neighborhood Of factory workers in Tianjin. The data are also
unusuallecause they pmvideinformation about a segment of Chines_popu-
lation about which little is known. Ethnographic data on urban Chines1
families, either in mainland China or on Taiwan, are rare; this study is a
beginning in determining what is and is not representative; how much vari-
ation there is, and how much change has taken place and why.

From simple, modest industrial beginnings in the 1920s and 1930s, Tian-
jin went on_ to become one of China's most important modern, industrial
ciiies_The mostdramatic development occurred after 1949, when industry
flourisheclandexpanded and_population grew rapidly. A loose urban struc-
ture was replaced by one that was integratedia an unprecedented_degree.
Tianjin was no longer a temporary stopping place for_ desperate; ixn
poverished males from the countryside; but rather the permanent home
of people barn and raised in the city. It became a city of families carefully
organized into stable neighborhoods. What were the social, economic, and
demographic correlates cif this rapid modernization? Many af the changes
thathave_takenplaceduring the modernization of presently developed so-
cieties_ also took place in Tianjin. Mortality quickly and precipitously
declined; for example Access to education_greatly_expanded and women
were drawn into the labor force Marriage and reproductive life were delayed
and young wuples acquired greater control over, and responsibility fcm the
arrangement of their own marriages. Spouses more commonly moved away
from their parentS at marriage and, as a result, families became simpler.
In a purely economic sense raising children became more costly and less
rewarding, and,_as_ the theory of demographic transition woUld have us
expect; fertility_declinedi

On the_other hand,_ the analysis reiiiforcesthe view that caution must
be exercised in anticipating or interpreting changes in developingsocieties
in terms of models based on the experience of already developed societies;
While most of the fertility-depressing correla:es of modernization emerged
in Tianjin and while fertility did decline, the pattern of change suggests that
fertility was at least as responsive to political shifts as to changes that are
predictable simply on the basis of what occurred during the modernization
adeveloped societies; We are often told that political, e.,:onomicand other
policy hifti have hadsUbStaritial social_consequem,.3 in China. ThiS paper
will indicate how demographic_clatain this particular case data on fertil-
ity, can provide an objective indicator and measure of social and political
change.
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Methodology

METHODOLOGY

The study was based_onfiekiwork conducted in two neighborhoods of Tian7
jin. Because there me no objective standards with which to assess the typiE
cality or atypicality of any Chinese urban neighborhood, it seemed
worthwhile simply to document a case for later COmparison. I selected a
site not unusual in terms of income, education, population structure, and
occupation, and then reconStriicted patterriS of marriage and fertility _over
a period of several decade§ thicitigh interviews and theuse of question-
naires. I made a conceded effort triensure a universe with social integrity
in the sense that information gathered would refer to one or twr complete
neighborhoodsAn_the end I was able to include all households and _in=
dividuals in a single neighborhood, Red Sky Whenever I describe Red Sky
as a "neighborhood," therefore, my observations are baSed on a universe
ratherthan on a sampli. In addition, be-catte the cbhort of women_ofages
55 and overlwomen whose reprOdUctiVe liVes peaked before Liberationin
1949)_ was relatively small, I included all such women; along with their
coresident daughters and datighters-ifAaW,Avho were living in an adjoin-
ing neighborhoocL When my locus is on the characteristics of individuals
rather than on the characteristics of the neighborhood, therefore, the in
elusion of these people makes it, possible tb enlarge the data base._

From the_outset, my research iwas seribialy restricted because of a
moratorium against anthropological and sociological fieldwork byfoieigii
ers that was then in_ effect in China. my Oiesence was therefore a matter
of considerable sensitivity and concerrao Chinesesponsors at various lev-
elS. Although my hosts were linally persuaued to meet my isampling re-
quirements, theyiound it necessary to limit my inquiry to items arid
procedures_ agreed upon _from the outset, and to structure the cOnditiOns
of my stay so as to severely limit contact with the people of Red Sky I was
housed in a dormitory at Tianjin University, On the Other side of the city,
and was driven to and from Red Sky each itiornifig and evening. I_was al-
lowed to conduct research Only oh the condition that Lnot traveLthe city
on bicycle. Lunch was sent to rhy office from amearby restaurant that was
off limits h) me. I usually_took dinner_in lily room;

These_precautions were in part intended to ensure my comfort and
safety, as my hosts sawit, and in part to limit my dealings with the general
population; _Contact was further constrained by a reqUiredient that all in-
terviews be conductedin an office provided by the Ideal gdvernment. I was
not to visit people in their homes occept Under Special circumstances and
with advance notice These were hardly optimal conditions foranthropo-
logical inquiry hut, because I had designed theproject anticipating such
restrictions and because my objectives were limited, the constraints within
which I had to function, while frustrating, were not ruinous.
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Marriage and Fertility in Tianjin, China

_ UponinyanivalinTranjin, my hosts organized meetings at all adininis=
trative levels to permit me to_explain myobjectives, requirementS, and prOce;
dures, and to elicit help. To achieveany measureof success I needed td
ensure the support of personnel at each level and_in each_relevant work
unit. I therefore made certain that everyone understood whatl_ was doing,
why I was doing it, and how-I hoped to get the job done; After approving
the project, local authorities instructed neighborhood representatives and
srriall group leaders responsible for particUlar _buildings to provide all as-
sistanceAnaccordance with that mandate, neighhorhood representatives
scheduled interviews-,_and_small_group leaders delivered questionnaires.

I obtained information about the populationin three ways. I interirieWed
all women of ages 55 and over Before the_ interview each informant VgaS
asked:to complete a questionnaire to familiarize her with thequestionsshe
WOUld be asked during the interview and, if necessary to enlist the help
Of OtherS tO fill memory gaps. Group leaders checked the questionnaires
for completeness, paying special attention to awicipated problem areas.
Questionnaires were delivered to me at least one day before each interview,
pmviding asecond opportimityta detect errors and omissions. I reviewed
the questionnaires once again during_ the interviews, at which tithe each
informant was asked to help complete a quesfionnaire for each daughter=
in-law and married: daughter living in Tianjin;

Informants unable to come to my office were visited and interviewed
in their apartnients. A few people refused to be interviewed, and in these
instances I either persuaded their daughters or daughters-in-law to pro-
vide_needed _iormation-, or at least determined if they were unusual in
important ways by consulting_ the_household registry ahd by taikirtg to
neighbors and neighborhood representatives._

Since many households did not include women of ages55 Or over and
since many women in their mid-30s lived in conjugal units (neolocality be-
ingithe prevailing rule of residence), I extended my inquiry to include mar-
ried women under age 55. It was impossible, however, to interview each
of them because of restraints on time and because virtually all were factory
workers ma three-shiftschedUle. The data on these women are therefore
based entirely on questionnaires. Since the memories of the younger wontert
were better than those of the older womeni_l_do not _think that thiS iS
serious shortcoming. I, used household registers to obtain data on house-
holds without married women.

At the completion of my information gathering, I had interviewed and
collected questionnaires from 272 women of ages 55 and over (96 percent
response), Another 312 questionnaires had been obtained from married
women_ under age 55 (95 percent response), and I had an additional 242
questionnaires for married daughters and daughters-in-law, seventy:three
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Pattents of Migration

of whom lived with the older informants. Information about households
without married women was taken directly from household registers and
corre^ted with the help of local authorities. In the arialySit that follows I
make use onlyiof dataipertaining to Red Sky hOUSeholdt and to women
living in Red Sky and itS adjacent neighbothoOd. I have hot indudect
ft:it-mad-oh obtained about daughters and datighters-iii-liik livingelsewhere,

It WAS crucialto this_mearch_that the timing_of events be as accurate
as possibleTheiraditional Chinese manner of calculating age can throw
ages off by one or tivo years because children are considered to be age, 1
at_birth; and another yearls added at the New Year. This is particularly
a problem in the case of older women. However, another Chinese tradi-
tion makes it possible to get around this difficti4 Each year is linked to
one of twelve _animals. Because the aninialt kind* each other in a particu-
lari*quence, forming a:tit/dye-year cycle, the krioWledge Of a persorfs year.
Of-birth animal makes it possible tei pin down_the_ year of birth. Thereis
no Comparable custom thatwould make it possible to fix the year of mar-
riage, but neither is_there_a tradition that systematically generates error.

This study isbased largely on retrospective data. Every effort was made
to reduce the number of unreported births, miscarriages, and abortions.
Informants were_pressed about all birth intervals that seethed unusually
long (more than_two years). All effOrts notyvithStandin hcniféVer, there is
still reason to believe that some birthS and tiiiicarriageS Were not reported;
as infant inortality rates seem low fOr the location. Although I domot present
theni _in this paper, miscarriage _rates also seem low-_One_consequence is
that the fertility rates, particularly those for earlier periods; may slightly
underestimate real rates. I will discuss this in more detail later.

PATTERNS OF MIGRATION

Red Sky is oneof twenty-eight neighborhoods or "residents' committees"
(furninin Weiyuan Hut) in West Mountain Street, West River District, Tianjin
City. In 1982 West River District administered a population of 501,152 (State
Council Census Office 1983:6). According tb inbal autboritieS, WeSt Moun-
tain Street, which covers an area of-72 Stnate kilonieteit, had a population
in 1981 Of 68,699 in 18,286 households. The neighborhoods of WestMouri=
thin Street are re atively new, Before_Liberation in _1949 the area was used
fOr Water. draina&,ind "dumping_corpses of the poor" After 1949; however,
Tianjin developectrapidly and; from 1954, West Mountain Street was trans:.
formed;_172 state factories were built, along with some 900 tenerrient build=
ings. A business and service infrastructure emerged tb Meet the needs of
the rapidly growing population.

Most of the inhabitantS of West Mountain Street came either from other
parts of the city or from the surrounding Hebei countryside. For the most
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6 Marriage and Fertility in Tianjin, China

part tarbaninigrantsmere poor, often so!rtary males in search of relief from
exceptionally oppressive conditions in tte rural areas. It was not tintorn=
mon for families with several sons to send one_or more into the city to learn
a marketable skill, or for husbands to leave their families toseek better op-
portunities in the city Urban migration did not necessarily mean, though
either CoMplete separation from family members in the rural areas or per=
manent réSidente in the City The boundary between city and country was
highly_permeable; Migrant§ -often maintained roots in the country return-
ing during harvest or to alai* They made their way back to the city when
their labor became supeffluous, when new opportunities opened_ Up, or
when natural disaster made life in the countryside more untenable than
that the city.

There were numerous migratory 'Naves during the 1920s and1930s,
Mainly the tekilt Of Civil war, famine, and flood. More than 30000 people
fled the farkiiiie=Strickenirutal areas:in the autumn of 1920, for example. In
1939 &flood precipitated a Major migration, and even more_ people report-
edly_found their _way to_Tianjiii diiiing_the spring of 1940 becatiSe earlier
flood damage made it impossible_ta plant _crops.

The largest wave of refugees _came _during the_years of civil War: that
preceded Liberation; by mic1-1948-, refugees in _Tianjin numbered about
100,000 (Hershatter 1982:413-14) . Figure 1 provides evidence of_ this_early
rtiaiire migratiOn to Tianjin. It reveals a sharp decline in the proportion
of WOMen noW liVing in Red Sky:whose families lived in Tianjin during
the1920s,_when Migration to the City was substantial. The proportion con-
tinued to dediiie gradually during the 1930s, and then abruptly at the time
of the 1939 flooci The proportion of women from Tianjin rose gradually
beginning with the early 1940s, and_therrprecipitously from 1959. Accord=
ing to Kenneth Lieberthal, when the Chinese Communists took Tianjin in
1949:

Rheyi_rapidly_ removed the most obvious signs of the chaciS that had
preceded liberationthe scattered soldiersrefugees fronvother areaS,
homeless persons from the suburbs, and so forth. . . . The Communists
registered the over 22 000 studentS and landlords who had fled to Tien-
tsin front the NOrtheaSt and sent them back to their native areas: They
Sent An AdditiOnal 5,700 students and teachers from North China back
to the countryside (Lieberthal 1980:31-32):

From 1959_ Chinese policy-systematically operated against migration to the
city Strict measures, such as rationing and_control of travel, work, and hOUS=
ing, effectively stopped urban migration and forced many young city
dwellers back to the country The effectiveness of_these measures is indi-
tated in Figure 1 by a precipitous rise in the proportion of women from
11anjin after 1958.

1 5



Popdaticm Structure

1919 1924 1929 1934 1939 1944 1949 1954 1959

Year married
1964 1969 1974 1979

Figure 1. Proportion of women from Tianjin, by year married: Red Sky,
December 1981
(five-year moving average)

POPULATION STRUCTURE

In December 1981 the population of Red Sky numbered 1,831, 952 males
and 879 females. Red Sky's age-sex pyramid for that time (Figure 2) reveals
two marked constrictions, one from about 1937 to 1952, the other since 1962.
The first is, in part at least, a result of catastrophic conditions in Tianjin
from the time Japanese tn5ops occupied and dominated the city and sur-
rounding countryside in 1937 through the years of World Warn During
this period of starvation, shortage, inllation,and sp_ousalseparation,

plummeted. Thesituation was exacerbated by the particularly devastat-
ing flood in 1939. Some Red Sky residents claim that, in response to these
difficult conditions, urban people often intentionally avoided conception.
Because avoidance was not parity-specific, however, fertility curves for the
period resemble those of a natural fertility population characterized by a
low level of fertility The second constriction in the age-sex pyramid is lazgely
the result of systematic and increasingly effective family planning efforts
since 1962.

16
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Age group
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Figure 2. Age-sex pyramid: Red Sky, December 1981

It is possible that The_ two_bulges in_Red Sky's age-sex pyramid were
less the result of periodic disasters than_ of the way thesommunity waS
settled. Opened up about twenty-five years beforethetime of thesurvey,
the area may have attracted a disproportionate number of young married
or sintle peoplenot already attached to existing factories and housing; These
people and their children might account for the two bulges in Figure 2.
Although the nature of settlement may have exaggerated these bulges, com-
parison with_data from the 1982 Chinese Five Cities Project reveals sinii;
larly shaped_ age-sex pyramids even for well-established urban
neighborhoods (Five Cities_Family Research Project Group 1985336-43).

Red Sky's masculinity ratio inDecember 1981was_108.1,_ which is_close
to that of urban China generally; the sample census conducted in 1982 in,
dicates an urban ratio of 107.6 (State Statistical Bureau 1983:27647). One
reason that has been su ested for China's relatively high masculinity ra-
tio is that the poptilation has become substantially younger since 1949. Since
sex_ratios_atbirth and among children to age 15 normally favor males, the
overall masculinity ratio for a young population is also likely to favor maleS
(Liu Chunmei and Li Zhu 1984:154-55).
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Population Structure 9

The 1981 data from Red Sky do not, however, indicate an especially
young population. The age-dependency ratio was_V percent. Most of the
population (79 percent) wasin the nondependent age_category,_1564; only
17_percent_of Red_Sky's population was under age 15. Calculations using
urban figures from the sample census indicate that the age-dependency
ratio was a bit lower in Red Sky than in urban China generally, where it
was 31 percent; 26 percent of China's urban population was under age 15
(State Statistical Bureau 1983:276=83).

To what extent is the low age-dependency ratio in Red Sky a new
phenomenon? Although I have no hard data on age dependency eitherin
Red sky or in Tianiinforperiods prior to_myresearch, there_are early data
from Danggu (Tangku); atowasome 30 miles to the southeast iwcording
to_a 1926 survey of_workers'iamilies at the jiu Da (Chiu Ta) Salt Refinery
located there; the age-dependency ratio was similar to that in contemporary
Red Sky (Lin 1928:56). To compare dependency in Red Sky with that in
Danggu it is necessary to modify the dependency measure tO use age 60
as the start of the oldest age group rather than the more conventional age
65. The overall agEdependency ratio in Danggu was then 353 percentcom,
pared with 25.4 in ROd Sk!A the child,dependency ratio was_24.7 percent
compared with 25.&and ffte aged4ependency ratio was 105 percent com-
pared with 119: Since the data pertain only to workers living pear the
refinery with their families, and since the majority were young males living
in the plant dormitory, the age-dependency ratio for the town was proba-
bly lower, with fewer elderly people and still fewer children.

While Chinese cities are not all the same, the figures for Red Sky are
also shriilar to those from Beijing (Gamble 1921:416)._The age-dependency
ratio for Beijing in _1917_was 28_percent,_ which_ is almost the_same as my
figum of 27 percent_The chilch-dependency component for Beijing was 22
percent; and the aged-dependency ratio was 5 percent Both figures are
remarkably close to those for Red Sky (22 percent and 6 percent, respec-
tively).

In short, China's cities may have long been characterized by a high
proportion of individuals in potentially productive age categories. In the
past this was likely the result of high mortality ratesandbfwivesand chil-
dren remainingin the_ruralareas both contributingiactors to a low child-
dependency ratio._Toda however, the low child-dependency ratio is in-
stead a c.lisequence of unusually effective family planning. Similarly, older
people currently constitute a small proportion of Red Sky's population not
because of high mortality or because 'bey return to the countryside when
they grow old, but because massive immigration of young people prior to
the late 1950s, together with periods of high fertility, resulted in a relatively
large cohort of young adults.
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Rather than reflecting the young age of the population, the high_mas-
culinity ratio characteristic of contemporary Red Sky may in part reflect fluc-
tuations that are a function of working with smAll populations. But if the
difference betWeen number of males and females is real, then it may be
less a function of the population's youth than the product of migration pat=
tems_Befom_1949 and for some time thereafter, the population of China%
cities generally contained_ a dispropdrtionate number of single men, or mar-
ried men with families in the _countryside. According to various sources,
sex ratios were far more favorable to men in pre-1949_Tianjin than_they are
at present; the sex ratio was 141.5 in 1936 (China Yearbook 1937-45:2), 135
in 1939 (Tianjin Municipality Executive Office 1939:n.p.),137 in 1947 (Tian-
jin Municipal Statittics Bureau 1948), and 133.4 in 1948 (China Yearbook
1950:17), Women and children often remained in the countryside with the
husbands' parents, as urban life was felt to be unsuitable for women arid
thildren_Women_who_lived in the_ city very often did so in responSe tO

. poverty; and those who worked weresurelydoing so forthis reason Mike
outside work under male foremen automaticaly placed a woman's virtue
in question.

_-_ There is reason to suspect that female infanticide may also have con-
tributed to the sex imbalance, as birth statistics indicate a disproportionate
number of males. In 1939, for example, the sex ratio at binh was 112 (Tian-
jin MunkipalityEicecufive Office 1939). Althotigh more males were reported
bcrn,lemales "attainedparity"indeath-, as Hershatter put it; women con-
stituted 50 percent of all deathsin 1939 although they_accounted for Only
43 percent of the population (Hershatter 1982362;_see also Tianjin Munici-
pality Executive Office 1939)_. Data from Sidney Gambles 1917 Beijing sur-
vey also indicate a 4igher death_ rate for females at every age; Although
women constinited 46 percent of Beijing's population, the overall female
death rate was 33.2 compared with 21.6 for males (Gamble 1921:417-18).

On the other hand, the preponderance of males in Tianjin's pre:1949
population cannot be _accounted for simply by differences in mortality.
Among workers; at least; it was mainly _theresult of a patternof migratidn
that brought more males than females to the city in search of Aim& Even
today there are men who have moved to the city without their families,
fOr different reasons,ithough, than in the past (Goldstein 1985:44-46),Regu-
latiOns governing migration to China's major cities in place since the late
1950s limited urban migration, but they also-made it difficult-for rural men
assigned_work in the city to bring their faMilies v-ah them. It may be sig=
nificant_that, ff_weexclude from our calculation thirty-four Red Sky Men
who were living alone, the masculinity ratio in Red Sky droOs to only 104.4,
which is quite normal.
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rakeil by itSeltithen-, RèdSksthasculinityratiodoesnot necessarily
Suggest An unusually young_populafion; _any current tampering with sex
ratios in_ theform_of female_infanticide, or even a disparity resulting frOm
a disproportionate number of female deaths at later ages=accordingitO the
census results for Tianjin's West District, the crude death tate in 1982 vva
56per thousand for both males and females (Stato-Cotintil CeriStiS Office
1983:1:12-13, 329) 2Rather, it is a function of the drainatic effeCt_ of urban
migration on population characteristics and structure in the area.

EDUCATIOK: OCCUIVGION; AND INCOME:
NARROWING THE GENDER GAP

A Mitt in China is usually subjected to the domination of three sys-
tems of authOrity: (1) the system of the state (political authority); rang-
ing from the national, provincialand county government to the township
government; (2) thesystemiof the clan (clan authOrity), tthisitig -from
the:central and branch ancestral_ temples tothe head of the hdiislitild_;
and (3)_the system of gods and spirits (theocratic _authority), including
tbe system of- the nether world ranging from the Kirtg_of_Fiell _to_the
city godS and kical deities, and that of supernatural beings ranging from
the Emperor of Heaven to all kinds of gods and spirits. As to_women-,
apart _from_being dominated by the three SyStems Mentioned abovethey
are further dominated by_mert-(the authority-of the hitSband). These
four kinds of authoritypolitical _authority, clan authority, -theOciatic
authority and the authority of the husbandrepresent thewhole ideol=
6gy_aiid inStitution of feudalism and patriarchy, and_are the four great
tot& that-haVe hound the Chinese people and particularly the peasants
(Mao 1954:45).

The preferred and most conunon postmarital residence pattern in tradi-
tional Ch!riese contexts, and in rural China today, is pattildcal, The eXpec,
tation is that sons will remain with their parentS at mamage While daughters
will_leave to join theft. hutbands. Property passes_in_themalelinc_ancithe
relationship between parents: and_childrenisemphasized_more than that
betweeti spijiie. AS care o1 the agedisentirely_in the hands of sons, male
Children are strongly preferrecL _Thecommon saying is, -"boys are precious,
girls useless."_Daughters are useless in the sense that: they aro ultithately
given to othersusually in other villages or neighborhoodsjiiSt AS they
reach productive age.

2. Calculations using figures gathered in the Five CL:les PrOjett tvVeal Seft-iitioS-incire
favorable tO Winten than that in-Tianiin; eg., _the masculinity ratios for Beijing, Shang-
hai, Nanking, and_Chengdu ranged from 91.2 to 995 (Five Cities Faithly ReSearch
Project GrOtip_ 1985:358). Those-ratios may _actually underestimate the number of
males, however, because researchers evidently did riot include single men living in
factory dormitories.
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_The_inclination in China has long been to temper or even to-eliminate
this patrilinealbias. Mao_was certainly_not the.firSt to_ propose that China
was laboring _under a social systemin need of complete o_verhauf__The_no-
tion has roots that go back at least to the second half of the nineteenth cen,
tury; at the time of a violent Western intrusion: During the_ mid-nineteenth
century the Taiping rebels spoke of fostering gender equality, and; during
the so-called "100 days' reform" in 1898, family-reform was- held to be es-
sential to the modernization that would enable China to resist the foreign-
ers and toassume a place in the community of modern states. After the
last imperial_dynast_a great ideologkalferment began thatcrystallized in
the May Fourth Movement_of 191 9_._ The_ countrys illsand decrepitude_were
blamed on the restraints of tradition and; in particular, on the traditional
Chinefamily and its extensionslineage and clan. Intellectuals spoke of
the -need- to create a "new society' in-which -marriage _would _be based _on
mutual_attraction and love, and in which the individual would be liberated
from the contiol of the faintly.

Although the intellectual roots of farnily reform antedate_ the Chinese
Communists; ihe _Communists werethe_first _to effectively engineer major
changes:_it was Mao'sposition that The traditional_Chinese family and itt,
system of ideologicaland ritual:props _(like ancestor worship)_ constituted
a kind of soziocultural disease. Mao anditis colleagues were convinced that
as long-as there was no real-freedom of -marital-choice- and children were
married early-to. satisfy familial rather than individual needs, as long as
there was no freedom-of divorce, as long as male prerogatives continued
to be emphasized at The expense of female rights iandi privilegesi and :as
long as _women_ remained_ subjugated to their husbands and mothers-in-
law;. Chinawould suffer inefficiencies and nepotism; and therefore subju-
gation at the_hands of barbarians:

The belief was that the family was part of a superstructure: _To_change
family relations, :therefore, the material foundations upon which the farn7
ily was constriktedin particular, the nature of property relationsmust
be altered._ Fartrily reform:in the countrySide would inevitably result from
agrarian reforminthe cities it would follow frornchangesNghlighting the
conjugal_ relationship._ Neolocality_ would alleviate pressures:and constraintS
imposed by_ the parental generation; _Providing_womenwith _access to edu-
cation and involving them in wage labor outside the home would presuma-
bly give them greater voice within the domestic sphere:

Education
The evidence from Red Sky indicates a remarkable expansion of access:to
education Tor_ women since_ Liberation.i Although the data suggeSt a sig-
nificant male advantage overall at each level of attainment-, When they are
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broken _down by age it is dear that che gender differences riffled historical
rather than contemporaq reality (Table 1). Educational access increased for
both sexes, but especially fOr women Thegender difference is not si
cantiat any level lot p-eople Under age 40 Data from the Five Cities Project
similarly indicate rapid irnpreiVement in women's education._A _compard-
son Of the education of Inisbaridsandwivesby_year =Tried in three Shang7
hai localities and_ in _one Nanking neighborhood shows substantial
improvementin the relative status of women despite the fact that men still
enjoy an advantage (Five Cities Family Research Project Group 1985:105,
149, 179, 203-4, 361-69).

The data from Red acy also Shcitif evidence df an interesting reduction
in the proportion of tesideritS attending college The proportion otinen and
women of ages 30=39 Who attended college was7.5 percent, compared with
9.8 percent of thoSe 40-49._The_percentage_declined further to 2.2 in the
age group 20-29. The changeis especially marked among men. Twentyper-_
cent of all mert 4049 attended college; but the percentages for men 30=39
and 20-29 were only 74 and 2.0 respectivelya decline that is statistically
significant. This reduction in college attendance was probably -related to
institutional disruption ask-ciated With the CtiltUral ReVolution, From 1966
to 1972 all coftes were dined. Althöngh they were reopened in 1973-aca,
demic entry standar& Were waived and the qualityof instructionwas poor
until about 1976. This had little eifect_on_thequafity_of education for in-
dividuals of ages 4049, but it ditaffect younger people Those in the age
gibiip30-39at_the time of the study either had no access to college or were
limited to programs that provided inadequate r.-...aderhic training. Nipple
now in the age group 20-29 had to endure middle and high schbol train-
ing that was so deficient that, when ithiversity entrance ecaminations were
reinstated in1976, they wore iihable to compete successfully for available
openings with people of args_30-3% who had atleast obtaired an adequate
middle and high KhOol backgiound. The pnablem was certardy not specific
#A3 Tianjin. According_to one neighborhood study for Shanghai, "the educa7
tional level declined among couples married after 1977 Most billy achieved
midair. school (wives 71 percent, husbands 50 percent), ahd billy-bi* Wife
attended college" (Five Cities Family Research Projed Group 1985:106).

Employment
A breakdown Of Tianjin's population in 1947 by sex and occupation indi-
cates _that 42 percent were employe& that most workers were male, and
that the kinds_of work doneby men and women were not the same (Tian-
jin Municipal_ Statistics Bureau 1948). Only 10.8 percent of women were ern=
played, compared with 65 percent of men. Women constituted 16 percent
of the industrial labor force, 39 percent of the Service Sector, and 3 percent
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Table 1, Educational level attainc.: _+')y age and sec Red Sicy, December 1981 (percentage)

4mwmmuiMe=111100maiiiirmimIlw.m.orm+ftsmomimfourriEndmmms.ripm

20-39 059 >60

. Males Females Males- Feal6 Mi10 Fthälë 446 Folio
Ediititiohal 16el (N=.266) (N=2(17) (N=334) (Nr.319) (N=739) (N446) (613) (N=7 0J_

Ale-yds

None

Primary or higher

Middk or higher

High:vocational or higher 24

College or university

ioe loo loo loo ipo lop ics)

18 26 1 _1 _1 29 7 76

74 99 98 71 93 24

49

37

69 39 58

35 16 28 1

14 3 3

Less than I percent.
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Thb le 2. Population emplöyëd b age and sex: Red Sky,
December 1981

-Age grou_p_

Males Fetnales

No No %

16-19 95 43 65 35
20=29 237 93 214 92
30=39 108 100 115 97
40-49 136 98 147 82
50-59 132 88 117 49
60-64 36 61 27 11
>64 34 18 47 6

of the commeitial sectorthe three Sectors that most commonly employed
Woinen. Of males employed,Aa percent were in_ commerce; 30 percent fti
industry, and another 10_ percent in communications and transportation.
Of employedwomen,on the other hand, 11:percent were ift Unnmerce,
46 _percentisere in industry, and_ 27 percent in the serviteisator. Since 1949
the proportion employed among Chiina's urban population has risen_dra7
matically, _In Tianjin- alone, employment toSe froth 27 percent_dizing _the
1950s to 63 percent in 1979. :Whyte and Pari§h_ propose_that_the decline in
unemployment during the 1970s WaSiin part at least the result of families
having WWer children (Whyie_and_Parish 1984:37-38):

Fer Red Sky,_ occupational information is availablelor 1,821 people,nr
98 percent of the population: As of December 1981, 64 pertent_ Were sala-
ried,__a percentage slightly lower than -in other cities; data On proportion
of family members employedavailable for five of eight urban localities sur,
veyed _indicate a range from- 68 to 77 pertent (FiVe CitieS Family Research
Project Group-1985:412)._Of Red skyi NOrking age_populatiort(ages 16-59
for men and 16-54 for-women, AS defiried_in the sample census), 84 per-
cent were employed_ (87 perCeitt_of_worldng age men and 80 percent of
women). Calculations_basedon_figures for the entire municipality indicate
a rate of_89percent(98 percent of worldng age males and 79 percent of fe7
males)_(State Statistical Bureau 1983: 3(6-7, 326=27). Working ago MaleS Were
therefore_more fully employed in Red:Sky than in Tianjin AS A Whole; _but
this could be because_ the figures for all Tianjin-in-chide suburban and rural
people under municipal adminiStratiOri populations that might well have
higher MAIO underezriployment._
: Table 2 indicates the_degree to which the promise of full employment
has beeri fulfilled iruRedSkylur ages 20-39; employment isclose to univer-
sal for_both_sexes,_bat the sexes diverge thereafter As in the past,: Males
still constituw a significantly greater proportion of the Work fOrce. A :arge
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pmportion of Red Sky's youngest and oldest workers are malefor several
reasons. As jobs, like housing, are allocated by state agencies, men tend
to be assigned work a bit sooner than women. Men also retire later; the
recommended_rethement age for men I ompared with 50 for women.
In addition,_ many ofRedSkysolder women never entered the work force,
or worked for only short periods._

Most of the employed population of Red Sky consists of factory work-
ers (Table 3). Next in number are office workers and, those employed iin
the service sector. Only-3 percent of the work force, almost entirely older
women, are employed by local (neighborhood-run) enterprises. Workers
under age 40 vary little in type of employment except that men more com-
monly thanwomen find work in the service secton Gender differences are
more strikin& however, forolder workers;_men arernorelikely than women
to be cadres and office workers; while women moreoftertwork hirteigh-
borhood collectives or in the service sector. Middle-aged men !,ave a vir-
tual monopoly over important administrative and white-collar jobs: From
these data alone, though, it is difficult to -know to what extent women are
eXcluded from certain kinds of jobs simply because they are women, and
to what extent their lack of representation is dueito the fact that they en-
tered_theworklorcelate, have little seniority and experience, and gener-
ally retire earlier thaninem _

Despite impressive improvement inievels of urban employment in
China generally and in Tianjin in particular, unemployment continues to
be a matter of concern, particularly as it affects the young. In 1981; 7 to
8 percent of Red Sky residents in their 205 had not yet been assigned work.
The figure mirrors the 7 percent reported by Whyte and Parish for urban
China during the early and m1d49705 (Whyte and Parish 1984:201).

Income
The findings of a recent neighborhood survey_for_Beijing indicate a_posi,
five correlation between level of education and wages for women of ages
41 or older (Five Cities Family Research Project Group 1985:48-49). The rela-
tionship is reversed for younger women, however, especially for those un-
der age aa The explanation proposed is that from 1949 to the mid-1970s,
Chinese policy favored blue-collar over generally better educated white7
collar workers. The salary_scale_of whiteollar workers was characterized
by_rnore stepswith less dig.erence_betweensteWhite-collar workers also
received fewer and less substantial bonuses; The resultwasthat seniority
generated income increments more slowly for such workers;

The data from Red Sky confirm a positive relationship between level
of education attained and income for people of ages 60 and oven Although
the results are ambiguous for residentS of ages 30-59, we do find the antici-
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pat-01 negative relationship for those tmder age3a The mean monthly wage
for primary midMe, and high school-educated males under age 30 is 42.3,
41.4, and 34.8 renminbi (RMB) respectively; for females the ineaiis are 413,
401, and 35 (One RMB was equivalent to US$0.65 at the titrie thiS midy
was _conducted.)

The mean monthly income per household in Red sky biDecerither 1981
was 131.5 RMB, or slightly hieler if pension income isincludecL This figure
refeit to basic wages only and dcwsnot indudebonuses, which have been
increaSing in value shiceffl9;11 each wage is adjusted by adding 75 RMB,
the average monthly bonus at the time of the study, the mean wage for
males was 632 RIVIB; for females it was substantially less=52.3 FMB. (These
figures are derived from households including at leatt one married *Oman.)
People working in neighhorhckAienterprises earned leSS and, in 1981, toad
not generally count on monthly bonuses if They are ekliided; the average
wagwas 64 RMB-for males and 53.1_forfemales

The income of Red Sky workersissimilarta that of urban workers else-
where. The StateStatisticalBmeau estimates the mean monthly household
income perperson in urban China in 1981 to be 38 RMB (People's Daily,

March 1983); A_1980 survey of 500 ,worker families in Tianjin indicated
Ein average monthly per capita wage of 39.4 RMB, after dediktirig What WAS
went for the support of elderly people living elSeWhere. The figure iiiclUdes
bjnuses and a monthly subsidy of 5 RMB paid SiiiceOttober 1979,_as tom-
petiSatitin for a rise in_ the price_of some _foodsttfs (Li Hongfa 1981:45).
If a 75 RMB bonus correctionisadded to the mean per household person
wa-g-c in Red Sky(1981)i the result; 41 RMB (or 43 RMB if pension income
is included), is very similar to those for Tianjin and urban China- genetall3

For many years since 1949, Chinese policy has sttegted egalitatiattittrt.
Until recently the slogan was "everyone eating citit cif the Sairie big pot:'
Full employment and the leveling cif incothe diffeirences haVe long been
major objectives in the 1:V1:Ole's Repiiblit of China. Thepromise offullem-
ployment has already kien closely approached in Red Sky. To what extent
haVe income differences also Been narrowed?

Whyte andParish (1984) report considerable equality of income in ur-
banChina generally, The figures from Red Sky (Table 4) are in agreement;
what difference exists is in the direction of evett greater income- equalit);.

The average monthly _basic we earned by wotkett in Red sky at the
time of the study ranged fibm 33 RMB for rieighborhodd enterprises to 93

3. My tolleagite-in-Tianjirt, Part Yunken& using essentially the same data set as that
used here, has also:calculated the monthly per family member incothe including
wages, tionuses, and welfare paymenti. The result is only 23 RMB higher than the
figure provided here.Df all urban localities surveyed as part of the Five Cities Project,
Tianjin hat the lowest per capita income. The highest reported-51 RMBwas for
Shanghai (Five Cities Family Research Project Group 1985:419).
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Table 4. Income inequality: Red Sky, urban China; and developing so-
cieties

Location

% of income earned % of iiricbine earned
Gini by richest 10% by poorest 40%

coefficient of households of households

Red Sky .23 19 25
Urban China .25 21 25

Developing market
societies (average) .43 33

5ource for urban China and developing market societies: Whyte and Parish (1984).

RMB for cadres (Mble 5). The fad that the better-paidoccupations are largely
dominated by men undoubtedly contributes to their higher average salary
The most pocfly paid job& those in neighborhood enterprises, are almost
exclusively given torilder women. Among younger workers the wage gap
is narrow._ Whileit is possible that, with increasing age, men Will advance
more quickly than women and once again produce a gender gap, 'during
their most fertile years women da make a subStantial contribution to domes-
tic income. Although they earn less than men, they provide 41.9 percent
of domestic income.

MARRIAGE CUSIOM AND PRACTICE
The data _front Red Sky show substantial progress in removing obstades
to education for women. Progress liasalso been made in_providingwomen
With atteSS to nondomestic employment and innarrowing the gender differ-
ence hi wages. Increasinginvolvement of young people in the industrial
work force and_growing reliance rin wage income have contributed tti in=
dividual independence This in turn _has made it possible for the urban
young to respond positively_ to- attempts to shift responsibility for the selec-
tion of spouses from parents to children. Informants dahn that Marriage
is now contracted tti fulfill the needs and aspirations of the individual rather
than those of parents and fathily. This change has affected nearly allaspects
of marriage custom and practice;

Urihrersality of and age at marriage
In Red Sky marriage is virtually universal, at least for those ofages 40 arid
over (Table 6). However, the proportions of unmarried men and Women
under age 35 are _unusually high, even by Chinese standard&

People many late in Red Sky Between the early 1930sa1d the late 1970s
the &Leah age at marriage increased continuously for both sexes and the
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Table 5. Monthly wages, by type of employment and sa: Red Sky, December 1981

IMY 41.011M.MMOMONIIMMIIMMEMIMIMMIIMIklMmlnelmw

Wage with bonus adjustment

Maki Females _Both:sexes_

Mean basic wage Mean _ Mean as Mean

Emplopent ,) No. (11}8) No. % of mak (RMB)

thcal (neighborhal) enterprik 33 3 31 30 111 40

Service 45 98 5$ 66 87 52

IndutriiI 46 149 56 253 91 53

Office 56 103 69 89 64

Cidre 90 57 98 2 93 97

Technical or professional 62 49 76 41 83 70

M types 51 559 64 481 81 59
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Table 6. Populatiort ever married; by age and sex: Red Sky, 1981; China,
1982 (percentage)

Age

Red sky AllChiná

MaleJ Females Males Rrhales_
No. % No. %

15-19 89 60 I 4
20 15 10 25
21 25 14 7 13 37
22 17 15 -=- 24 51
23 24 -= 25 12 36 67
24 26 8 26 15 49 79
25 23 17 21 10 62 88
26 2.1 36 13 46 71 93
27 11 64 17 65 79 96
28 17 88 22 95 84 98
20 15 80 16 75 87 99
30-34 51 88 56 88 91 99
35-39 43 _98 56 96 93 100
40-44 54 11X1 61 100 94 100
4549 70 100 79 100 96 100
50=59 113 100 107 100 97 100
60-79 59 100 65 100 97 100
"' 80 1 100 7 100 98 100

Source for all China: Banister (1984:249).

age difference betweenspouses gradually narrowed (Figure 3). Althmigh
the datasetis small, there are indications of unusual rises-in-marriage age
during the mid-1930s and again during the early,and mid-4940s, both eic-
ceptionally difficult peritxls. During the mid4930s JapaneSe thicip-s_occupied
Tianjin- and the surrounding_ countryside; there was zlso_a_ major_ flood _irt
1939. The early ahd mid-1940S were yearsof wathre and famine-, andinany
hien Were taker off to_forced_labor. Theend of the war was associated_ with

-thopi in the_ age at marriage for males_ as many returned from military
serviceor fromforced labor At the sam time; general improvement in the
economic_sitivation made it possible for many, to consider earlier marriage.
Thisundoubtedly contributed to the narrowing spousal age difference dur-
ing the period.

-Pre-1949 civil law established minimum marriage _ages _of _18 for then
and_16 for women, threshold§ that were raised_bythe Marriage Law_of_1950
ki 20 felt hien and 18 for women. In 1981 a revised Marriage Law raised
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A Mak
o Female

Difference

0
1931 1936 1941 1946 1951 1956 1961

Year married
1966 1971 1976

Figure 3. Mean age at marriage; by year married: Red Sky; 1931-80
(threelrear moving average)

Note: Female ages are based on all Red s_k4 women and on women in the adjoining neigh-
borhood for whom data were available.

the minimum ws once again to 22 for men and 20 for women. Before 1949;
though; the legalrequirements were not effectively enforced. After 1949;
in addition to legal-enforcement, administrative obstacles were uwd_to press
young people to delay marriage Wyond-the minimum ages. As a_ result,
the mean age at marriage rose sharply. For reasons that are not dear, the
marriage age seemsto haVe dioppid_during mid-71951:6; especially dur-
ing the 1955 grightide"_push_taMgher4arderagricultural_producerS' cooper7
atives. People continued to marry above_ thelegal age_even then; lutthe
administrative restraints _that_had held marriage age above legal_ require-
ments may have been relaxed somewhat. Restraints were_ evidently reim-
posed after 1956, however, and were maintained- until -the dislocations
associated with the Great Leap Forward (1958) and the "three bad years"
(195944

In 1%2 a_concerted_and systematic family _planning program was in-
itiated that renewed the emphasis on late marriage. Another rise in age
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at marriagethereforenccurredfrom_19& until_the_Cultural Revolution, when
administrative restraints onmarriage were once again relaxed for a few years.
From aboutlg72, when family planning was reinstated, administrative pol-
icy required that both spouses be above 25 at marriage or that their com-
bined age be at least 50 (Five Cities Family Research Project Group 1985:63;
see also Coale 1984:4142). Since 1979, however, with increasing emphasis
on single-child families, administrative requirements have been lowered to
about 23 for women, reportedly to alleviate concern aboutdifficuk births.

Data from the Five Cities Projectindicate_mudtthe sametrend in age
at marriage_Since 1c177_about 72percent of urban women have married be-
tween the ages of 25 and 29, and another 12 percent have marricd later.
Fifty-nine percent of urban men married between the ages of 25 and 29,
with another 37 percent marrying even later (Five Cities Family Research
Project Group 1985:26494). In Red Sky the mean lge at marriage (1977-81)
was 28 for men and 26.9 for women.

In all Chinese cifies surveyed, then, the actual ages_ at whicli_young
people marry are still substantially higher_ than either the law_or adminis-
trafive restraints _would require_Ofinese researchers have suggested sev-
eral reasons for the continued delay (Five Cities Family Research Project
Group 1985:23, 35, 63, 103, 144, 17Z 197-98; see al.co Lyle 1980:261-64. People
may delay marriagrz to provide more time for education and career develop-
ment. Moreover, because the educational attainment and income of women
have improved, women are in a position to exert more control over when
they will marry than was true in the past. As young peopleassume more
responsibility for_providing the resources iëcessary 101 marriage and the
establishment ol ahousehold_andas they depend tess on others economi-
cally,_they may even find it necessary to delay marriage Many recently mar-
ried people who were sent to the countryside during the Cultural Revolution
returned to the city only in their late 20s. They might well require added
time to prepare for marriage Although some couples register marriage early
to establish a claim for scarce housing, most probably assess the housing
situation and wait until they believe that spaceis likely to_ be_made avail-
able. In the allocation_of housinmoreove4 priority is reportedly given
to age atmarriage more than to time married.

The data from Red Sky do not, however; support a _positive relation-
ship between educational attainment and age marriage. When I broke
the data down by period married (1948 or earlier, 1949=57, 1958=65, 196675,
and 1976 or later), sex, and level of education, the result§ were inconsistent
and the differences statistically insignificant, although it is possible that
the !mall size of my universe obscured subtle difference& There is some
suggestion of a positive relationship_between educafion iid age at mar-
riage in data from the Five Cities Project, but because that analysis does
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not control for year or period -married it is not-definitive (Five Cities Fainily
Reseaith Project Group 1985275=83, 295=303).

It is well known that ruril people marry earlier_thaninbaripeople_in
China_(Coa1e1984:41-42)At_ is lxissible _then _that increasing age at mar-
riagein_Red Sky was _in_some part_ a result _of the decreasing proportion
of residents with rural backgrounds: When I analred the data by period
married;" sex; and origin (rural or urban) of natalfamily at-marriage, however,
the results were again inconsistent- and the differences in-marriage age-in-
significant except for females married between-1949 and-1957. Miring that
period women ham Urban fantilies-did marry significantly later than those
from: rinal_ &Mines (23.2 compared with 21.t_ p = (X)9). That difference
may be important_berousethe substantial in-migration of runt women to
Tianjin during thattimecould_have moderated the general rise in marriage
age. Thelarger proportion of rural women during the early post-Liberation
years cannot be the whole story;_ however, becauw age at marriage-had-been
rising steadily for both rural and urban women (and men). Since the differ-
ence between- rural and urban men was not great in any period, it is un-
likely that differences in provenance contributed substantially to the rise
in Male ageiat marriage.

It is likely that legAl_and_adirtiniitrativecontrals_contributed_more_to
the overall risein_marriage age since_1949 than did level of education, rural.-
urban provenance; or some increase in the economic preparation neces-
sary to marriage-. Why people have continued to -delay marriage-despite
the general relaxation of such restrictions since 1979 is not clear, though.
Regardless-of education and origin, men and :women continue to marry
later than they are TeqUired to by law or adniktiStrative policy. The answer
to thit question Will require more study, using larger data sets that allow
finer controls.

Selecting a spouse
I questioned 531 women in Red Sky and the adjacent neighborhood-about
how they met their (first) spouses, how king -they knew- their husbands
before marriage, and how they would judge -the economic status of their
tontines relative to that of their husbands'. Most of the women had been
formally innoduced to . their huSbandi before _ marriage;_by parents;_ other
relafives;_neighbors;_or other go-betweens- Adthough most couples continue
to _rely heavily on formal _introductions of some sort; the proportion of cou-
ples _who met on their own_ and married without any_formal introduction
has been increasing since 1949, with peaks -during periods of social -and
economic disruption (Figure 4), Data from the- Five-Cities -Project- -indicate
similar trends give CitiesFamAly Research-Project Group:1985:30745). M
women were drawn into the labor force, fellow workers played an increas-
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1936 1941 1946 1951 1956 1961_ 1966

Year married
1971 1976 1981

Figure 4. Proportion of couples who met on their own oT without formal
introduction, by year married: Red Sky, 1936-81
(five-year moving average)

ing mle, from_apercent of introductions before 1949 to 62 percent during
the Great Leap_Forward (1958); when womer were pardculaily tailed upon
to work outside the home. The proportion of marriageg based on introduc-
tions by felbw workers has continued to be abbtit 45 percent since 1.965.
If marriages, 'nvolving either nO fonnal introduction or an introduction
provided, onlyiby fellow WOrkezt Can be CoriSidered "new" in the_ Chinese
contott, then the proportion of nOW-mode marriages has increased dramat-
ically since 1949. _

While premarital_relations between the sexes have not become casual
or relaxed; the traditional separation of the sexes has been substantially
modified since 1949. Young,people now have more opportunity to meet,
and when they marry they have generally known each other longer than
in the past. The median number Of intinthS acquainted has risen_consis-
tently from less elan one fOr cdtiplet irianied belore _1949 to more than
twenty-eight for thosemarried Since 1976. _Nearly 50 percent of women mar-
ried betWeen 1958 and_19135 reported_having known their husbands forone
to two years before marriage; 29 percent knew their husbands for more than
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Table 7. Tune _(in months) acquainted at marriage by year married: Red
Sky, Decemlier 1981 (percentage)

Year married

Months <1949 1949-57 1958-65 19613-75 >4975

0 71 25 4 =
1=12 19 26 18 25 20
124 5 22 49 30 26
>24 6 27 29 45 55
Total

101 100 100 100 101
238 104 51 so 82

Median in months 0.2 12.3 23.0 23.8 28.5

Nole: Percentages may not sum to 100 because ot rounding.

two_years.Aftel_1976 theproportion acquainted 'or more than two years
increased evmmore (Table 7);

Increasing premaritd familiarity constitute6 a major break with the past.
It indicates an increasing stress on the conjugal relationship relative to the
parent-child llond. There is reason to-believe that thit Change is not unique
tO Red Sky; figtireS provided by Martin Whyte (private communication)
dicate much the same tendthe percenttge of couples acquainted foriewer
than six _months in hiszeneratuthan sample dropped_from 11, to 3;_to 5
percentforwomen_marrierlduring 1958-65; 1966-70, and 1971-77, respec-
tively-Theproportion of couples acquainted for two or more years rose from
32 to 53 percent and then dropped to 45 percent during the same periods.
These data have been classified a bit differently from mine, but the results
are not dramatically different.-

_AlthOughiI canncit predsely assess the relative status of faMilies that
become-liriked thfoug,h marriage, it is possible to forma crucleimpression.
In_Red_Sky,_ of the women_willingto estimatethe economic statuof their
families _relative to that of their (first)husbands,_ the majority judged them
to have been_aboutthe same. In 61 percent of the _cases where family sta-
tuses were judged to be different, the husband's family was better offa
pattern consistent with the traditional Chinese view that marriage should
link families "with equal gates" or, if unequal, then the husband'S family
shotild have the advantage Data from the Five Cities Project confirin a
strong preference for equal economic andeducational status. Couples tend
to have similar educational and occupational backgrounds, and, even more
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Commonly, itheir parents havesintilarixcupations._Where_difterences are
found-, the limsbard_and hislantilyusually have the advantage (Five Cities
Family Research _Project Group 1985:109-, 178; 221-22).

When the data ...Ire examined by period married it is evident that ttual=
ity of gatee has generally been the rule in Red 3ky, With itiOre than n
percent of marriages in all periods litikifig families of SiMilar statts. Still-,
the data do su est some subtle changes. Imniediately after Liberation-, the
prOportion of raar..iages involving far:Mlles with "equal gatee_rosefolevels
Well above those just rrior toA949perhaps _reflecting_concern about fam-
ily, Clas; labels as_w_eli_as_ the economic leveling of families that resulted from
iefonns during that period. The Great Leap Forward was apparently as-
sociated with a drop in affMal equivalence, possibly because extreme eco--
nomic dislocation created new disparities., The egalitarianism:a the early
years of the Cultural Revolution was associated With anothti riSe in affirial
ballnee, and, during_ the most recent yeark yet another rise is apparent-,
perhaps the result of general and wideSpread improvement_inincome.

The Statistical significance of changesin_the nature otmarriages of_ un-
eqUal status cannot be_evaluated because_the number of such_marriages
has beenvery small in all period& The data nevertheless suggest a gradual
and_consistent shift away fr3m hypergamyfrom situations in which fe=
males many "ur Year-by-year analysis suggests four periods during which
the properlion of marriages in which women -thattied ,'Clown" exceeded
the proportion of hypergamous marriages: (1) in 1940, dining_ a period of
pulitical and economic dislocation -and brie year after the Tianjin flood;_ (,2)
in 1956,dtiring the "State-,Private joint _Management 1'i4ovement'_';_(3)

1958-60the_worst years of_ the_Great Leap Forward; and (4) pnss:bly
agaiii Auring__1966,74, which corresponds to the Cultural Revolution._ ,

ence again,_ the data base is simply _too small for U5 t0 be sure that
thest apparent shifts were statistically significant. But if they wert., then
the timing suggestsithat unusual incidencet cif thattião dowri have been
associated with profound economicistress and SciiiietiiiieS- alio with peri-
ods of radicalism Zuring which fartiily Clais labels assumed_special_hfipon
tante. The special emphasis placed on class_status during theiradical shift
Of the Ciilthral Revolution_hadanimpact _on _marriage; for example. That
leSS than50percent Of The asymmetrical marriages werehypergamous dur .

ing_ this period _confirms what many claimnamely, that some- families
found it expedient to seek politicalsecurity by martying datightett-into fain,
ilies of more_humble but more politically acceptable status it iS also poisi-
ble that daughters were more often kept at home while sons were sent to
the countryside and that this gave them bath a Steady job and more seniority
at the time of marriage.
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Table 8. Type-of engagement ceremony, by year of marriage: Red Sky,
pre-1949 to post-1975 (percentage)

Type of ceremony

Year married

<1949
(N=217)

1949-57
(N=118)

1958-65
(N=60)

1966-75
(N=92)

>1975
(N=84)

Ceremony with formal
exchange of giftS 52 13 3 2

Sint2le ceremony with
few or no gifts 9 17 15 21

No ceremony or gifts 39 70 82 69

Aflypes 100 100 100

Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 beeause Of rounding.

Marriage rituals
My-information on marital procedures and customs, although based en-
tirely on questionnaires and interviews, nonetheless shows significant
changes since 1949

Beim Liberation,__marriagewas visually preceded by_a formal engage-
ment _and_gift exchange between _families: After 1949 Chfitese policy dis-
couraged engagement _rituals; especially insofar as they involved exchanges
of gifts;the figures indicate that Red Sky residents have been responsive
during the years after Liberation-engagements were generally very simple
gable 8). With liberalization and increasing economic prosperity since 1976,
however, interest in marital_ceremony and ritual has:renewed. Neverthe-
less;_ few_ marriages_are_now preceded _1:6, the sort_of elaborate gift exchanges
once much_frowned upon by_Chincse_authorities;

Policy_after 1949 also _discouraged _the _giving of_ bridewealth _and
dowriespractices that; like the giving of engagement gifts; were consid-
ered leudal"- rituals that subjugated-women to-men and -young couples
to their parents upon whom they had to depend hoth for the selection of
spouses and for the arrangement and conduCt Of marriages. The incidence
and nature of these transactions has therefore changed substantially since
1949, Irrthepast_botlibricleWealth_ ancLdowries were accumulated bY farm-
iliesto_ be_used in an _exchangebetween_familie&_More recentl _however,
potential spouses have assumed an increasing role in the _preparation_.of
these gifts; _and items prepared are_used exclusively to equip the_new house-
hold. Red Sky residents indicated -that, especiallyisince 1976; bridewealth
has been more and more delivered to the prospective bride rather than to
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Table 9. Type Of bridewealth, hy year of marriage: Red Sky, December 1981
(percentage)

Tyise of bridewealth

Year married

<1949 1949=57 1958=65 1966-75 >4975

NOri 46 64 60 61

Small: formerly a few
items of -clothing; now
under 500 RMB 29 17 18 16

Medium:iformerly a few
items cif jewelry; now
500i-1,000 RMB; a bicycle,
and a few items of furniture 19 14 17 20
Large: formerly considerable
jewelry; now:1;000 RMB or
more, a watch, bicycle,
TV; and complete get of
furniture 4

Tcital
100 101 100

No; 230 104 57 84 69

Note: PercentageS may not sum to 100 because of rounding.

her family. In no sense is it thought of as an instrument of purchase in-
tended, in some part at least, to enrich the toffers_of larger family units;

BefOre 1949, bridewealth was providedin more than_ half of all mar-
riages (Table 9). Because families weregenerally poorand conditions of life
difficUlti however,the bridewealth was meager in value. After Liberation,
just as the importance of engagement ceremonies and exchanges declined,
sa_too did_the giving of elaborate and costly bridewealth. And, AS liberali-
zation was accompanied by_ renewed interest in engagement ceremonies
and gift exchange, sip too did the incidence and arnountsh bridewealth in-
crease., Interest in bridewealth was renewed as_economic conditions in
general, and fariiily incomes in_ particular, improved _and as government
concern was relaxed. Thus-,_77_percent_of all marriages since 1976 report-
edly involved bridewealtha proportion even higher than that in the yeait
just before Liberation.

In addition to the_giving of bridewealthnost pre-1949 inarriageS in-
volved dowries, usually, very simple ones. The pattern for dowries alter
1949 closely paralleled that for bridewealth (Table 10). Between 1949 and
1975 most marriages were without dowries. As in the case of engagement
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Table 10. Type of dowry, by year of marriage: Red Sky, December 1981
(percentage)

Type of dowry

None
Simple: formerly and now
a few items of clothing
Medium:-formerly-a-few
items of clothing and
furniture, some household
necessities; now sante but
no furniture
Large-:-formefly -considerabl
clothing; bedding, complete
set of furniture, and house-
hold necessities; now same
but no furniture

Total

No.

Year married

<1949 1949-57 1958-65 1966-75 >1975

40 63 60 60 18

50 17 21 8 7

20 14 16 25 43

10 5 3 6 32

100 100 99 100

231 104 57 83 72

Note: Fuertentages may not sum to 1C10 b4cause of munding.

and bridewealth, the incidence and magnitude of dowries increased after
1975.

Traditional Chinese marriages also involved elabbrate ceremony and
costly feasting, mainly in the home of the groom but often also in that of
the bride. Likewise, in Red Sky most marriages before 1949 (76 percent)
were_celebrated with ceremonies_that included the _worship of gods and
ancestors_as _well as substantial feast& Although_most marriages contimie
to be celebrated ceremoniously the ceremonies have generally become sim-
pler. Elaborate feasting, and especially worship of gods and ancestors, be-
came much less common in Red Sky, at least until the liberalization begun
after 1975. Two simple, more fritgal types of ceremoniescollective and
"traveling" weddingswere officially recommended after 1949. Collective
weddings are organized pe_riodically by large work units or by the Worn-
eris_Federation. the _cost _of such a wedding is_negligible because several
couples are married at the same time Traveling weddings involve_a minL-
mum of ceremony and feasting. In principle, having officially registered
their marriage, a husband and wife simply leave on their honeymoon. In
some cases their work units provide a subsidy for the trip Weddings marked
in this way, however, without any ceremony at all, have attracted little at-
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tention and have been very rare indeed. In fact, since 1976,_the more spar:
tan weddings of earlier years have virtually disappeared. Nearly all it4:ecl=
dings now involve ceremony and in most cases rather elahorate feattS. TheSe
general trends as described ifor _Red Sky have likely 1300ri tharacteriStit of
Other ChineSe cities as well (Five Cities Family Research Project Group
1985:78, 150-51, 178, 204-5).

mäiiiigë_feasts inthe groom's homeweremodest even before Libera-
tion-,_theirsimplicity undoubtedly necessitated by the economic and polit-
ical dislocations under which families labored. Sixty-seven percent of all
grooms' feasts served fewer than 50 people. Such feasts continued to be
modest until recently Sihee 1976, however, many more familieshave pro-
vided wedding feasts, and the number of guest:has increased SUbStan-

OVer half Of all weddings since 1976 feasted fifty or more guests in
the grOOM'S home, and in many cases (17 percentY the number of guests
eXceeded one hundred., Wedding feasts in the bride's home have always
been simpler and less commort That they continue to be less important
than those in the groom's home is indicated by the fact that, even since
1976; they have been kept simple.

In sum, increasing interest in wedding ceremonies and feaStS, like the
growing interest in dowries and bridewealth, reflects not belly an increas-
ing economic capacity for such expenditure and a more abundant supply
of neceSSary goodS, but also a release of traditionaLnotionsabout how sta-
tifs iS tO be eicpressed. The ideathatproviding large dowries andbridewealth
and having lavish medding feasts confers status has clearly not died in ur-
ban China; Nevertheless; the changes in marriage rituals and procedures
that have occurred since 1949 have clearly encouraged, the exprtssion of
free marital choice, giving young people greater voice in the SelectiOn Of
their spouses than in the past and ensuring that marriage iS incire Often
predicated cih some degree of faniiliarity. These changes might be expected
to prOcliice aitronger, more independent conjugal relationship, which in
him could affect childbearing strategies:

Postmaritai residence
Traditional Chinese preference for patrilocality notwithstanding, the fire=
quency of neolocal marriages had been increasing in Red Sky éveh befOre
1949 (Figure 5). A pattern of migration in which poor rural men came to
live ih the City andiwere later joined by wives and children probably con,.
tributed SUbStantially to that rise. Althoughmeolocality has been the most
cOmmonforin of postmaritatresidence for some time; there were short peri7
(ids during which_the incidence_of patrilocality appears to have increased
somewhat This hajilpened during the worst years of the Japanese occupa-
tion; for example, and again during the "three bad years" (1959()1).
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1936 1951 1956 1961

Year married

Figure 5. Postmarital residence,_ by year married: Red sky, 1936=79
(five-year moving average)

1941 1946 1966 1971 1976

In recent years, and especially since 1969; increasingly scarce housing
has put a minor restraint on neolocaliqr and on residential mobility in gen7
eral. Althoughia great deal -of housing was constructed in West Mountain
Street during the early 1950s as the area was converted into a new indus-
trial vane, additional investment in housing stOck was thereafter considered
a frivolous use of resources. As a result, the mean sleeping space per per-
son fit Red Sky was_only_106_square metersin_1981. When Eariiirrs hous-
ing stock was suddenly and seriously depleted by two major_earthquakes
in 1976, many people constructed small living huts in the streets; This may
account for the sudden increase in neolocality for that year Temporary hous-
ing constructed after the earthquake was gradually eliminated, but new
housing has remained scarce. It is no surprise, then, that the proportion
of patrilocal marriages increased slightly after 1976 (Figure 5). The official
policy _on_ housing _construction_has changed dramatically since 1976,
howevcr, and the problem of scarcelhring space_is naw being met head
on. It is likely that the new construction will ease the problem in the course
of time and that the potentiality for neolocality will increase;
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The general increase in neolocality that occurred in Tianjin has also been
characteristic of other cities. Data from the Five Cities Project show that
neolocality has risen to more than 50 percent Of all marriages while patiifo-
cality has detlined.4 Those data also reveal a-minor resurgence of patrilo-
cality after 1976 (Five Cities Fathuly Research PrI)ject Group_1985:318). The
data from particular cities,_however,_ reveal differences that reflect problems
specificto each city orneighborhood: Chinese researchers; who are inclined
to attribute the general rise in neolocality to the "modernization" process,
propose that differences in housing availability constitute the major rea-
son for variation from city to city. The recent minor resurgence of patrilo-
cality, in their vim is a result of heightened scarcity of housing (Five CitieS
Farrtily Research Projett Group 198545, 154, _173, 205).

Implied in this interpretation is the idea that, in the normal course of
modernization and urbanization, married couples would live alone ff they
could (sm_ forexample, Five Cities Family Research Project Group 1985:173):
In the field; however, it was not unusual to hear people say that they would
live with parents if they could, and living with parents clearly has advan-
tages. That most young women work outside the home and are also better
educated than their mothers-in-law gives them considerable voice in fam-
ily affairs. Their status relative to that of the older women with whom they
liveis therefore higher than in the past_At the same time,_the olderwomen
in the household can_ help with_shopping,_housecleaning,_ cooking, and
childcare4_ whichisespecially important given the continued shortage and
the cost of daycare facilities; Because apartments are so crowded, however,
newly married couples usually have to move out when new space becomes
available. In such circumstances, movement may 1:* less a refItction of desire
than a response to crowded housing.

Although young women may not move away because of someurtiform
desire to escape the husband's _mother, there is somereasonto believe_that
older women mayfor their part,find less advantage to remaining with their
daughtersAn,law _now than in the past; Data from a 1985 survey of 1,000
households indicate a decline in the perzentage of elderly people express-
ing a desire to live with their children. The percentage reportedly fell 10.1

4. Comparison of my tables with those in the published report of the Five Cities Project
reveals some minor difference& In part this is bLcause, in the course ofour separate
data analyses, ray Chinese colleaguePan Yunkeng _and I used slightly different_clas,
sifications. Another reason is that the Chirese researchers inVOlved in the Five Cit-
ies nuject did not include in their analyse&Angle person:saving in factory dormitorie&
Yet another source of difference, according to myChinese-colleaguLis-that-rnyoIjgi-
nal data set was "slightly updated" shortly after my departure from_Tianjim If that
is true, then the higher incidence of neolocaliy after 197 could reflect-the fact that
many new buildings were completed in 1981 and 1982, making apartments available
to young couples who had earlier been living with parents.
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percentto only 50 percentbetween 1983 and 1985 (China Daily News, 2
Januaiy 1986:4). Nevertheless, few elderly people actually live alone in Red
Sky Only 4 percent of all people of ages 60 and over (six females and nine
males) were living alone in 1981. Most older residents were members of
nuclear (49 percent) or extended (45 percent) household unith. Thus even
though many more young_people leave their parents at marriage than in
the past, most_of the_ elderly _continue to enjoy _the security provided by
living with_spouses or children (see Davis-Friedmann 1985:155-56).

It may be significant; in this connection; that when I compared the Red
Sky residence figures with data on housing per person from the Five Cit-
ies Project I discovered that, among eight urban localities surveyed, those
with the highest rates of neolocality were also those with -the least apart-
ment spaceter person (Five Cities FathilyReSearch Project Group 1985437).
Tianjin and Tuanjie Hu in Beijing have the least space per person and the
highestzates of neolocality Both_are ffnew"_ neighbhrhoods_having been
constructed during theearly1950sAn these neighborhoods traditional "U't
shaped, compounds have been replaced by tenements with smaller, one-
or two-bedroom apartments, suitable only for a married couple with un-
married children. The rment rise in patrilocality that has taken place in these
two localities may simply reflett the fact that housing is scarce in a broader
senseapartments are not only-crowded, but alternative possibilities have
diritiniShed. Without additional evidence, then, we cannot directly infer
vahies and attitudes aboutliving _with parents from the rate of neolocality
characteristic of a_ particular _locality

While neolocal and patrilocal marriages have been most common in
Tianjin, other options do exist. There have always been situations in which
husbands joined the families of their wives at marriage. Chinese and for-
eign kholars alike have claimed that such marriages were mainly contratted
hy poor &Milks Who lacked a male heir. Matrilocal marriages have Always
been rare in Red Sky, though. Only 2 percent of marriages were of this
sort before_194% _when farhilies were economically_most depressed,_ and
therewere none at all_between_1941k and 1966._ I have detailed information
about twenty-two cases of matrilocalmarriage in Red Sky and in the ad-
joining neighborhood. The earliest of these marriages took place in 1916.
In not one case since then did any of the children take the wife's surname.
In nine out of the twenty-two cases the natal family of the bride had al-
ready produced a male heir to carry on the line, and in most cases either
the husband'S natal fiddly was quite large and had limited living space,
or themen were livingalone The mean_household size was a& for the
women and 51 for the men: If the one-person households (thoseinwhich
the marrying rnale was alone) are excluded; the mean household size for
men marrying matrilocally was 6.2 persons. It would seem, then, that car-
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rying on the patriline of the wife was not the main reason for matrilocal
residence in these cases.

" Mattilocal residence after marriage is now being encouraged_ for sev,
eral reasons.' First, the patrilineal bias considered so_debilitating finds
strength in the residentiaL aggregation of zonsanguineally related males:
Greaterflexibilityin marital residence would therefore help eliminate this
bias. More important; attainment of current family planning objectives, in
particular the goal of limiting families to one or at most two- children, de-
pends upon providing a guarantee of support in old age. For day-;i-day
care in old age, people continue to depend heavily on help frOm children;
traditionally from sons. The fad that workers can now anticipate_ pension
income reduces but does not remove _thisdependence. Many of the older
women now reachingrefirement age never participated in the nondomes-
ficlaborforce; or did so only for short periods. They can expect few if any
retirement benefits. By attracting an income-earning son-in-law, matrilo-
cality could conceivably mitigate the traditional compulsion for sons, . drive
that encourages people to have a second child, especially when the first
is female. On the other hand, the same concerns that place a premium on
sons inhibifparents from allowing sons to marry matrilocally_whichis un-
doubtedly the main reason for the continued low incidence of these mar-
riages in Red Sky_Although there has been a slight increase since 1966;
matrilocal_marriages continue to be rare.

"Duolocal" marriage, in which spouses live separatelyi after marriage,
has also been rare in Red Sky. Only 16 marriages in Red Sky and its adja-
cent neighborhood have been of this type, and only during the Cultural
Revolution did their proportion reach as high as 5 percent In some instances
young people sent to the countryside during that periocflound urban
spouses to justify requests for _perrnission_ta return to the city There also
seems to have been somerelocation offactories from coastal to inland lo-
cations_at thatfime,, reportedly in anticipation of war with the Soviet Union
and inresponse to fighting along the border with Vietnam. The movement
of workers with their work units may have led to some spousal separation
at marriage.

Another marital option that has also had little appeaLto Red Sky resi-
dents _is that miwhich a girl, adopted in infancy or childhood; is subse-
quently married to her adoptive_ brothen _In the anthropological literature
on China; such marriage_ is often _referred to as "minor" marriage. There
is some_ controversy among scholars over the frequency and functions of
this form of marriage, but; like matrilocal marriage, it is commonly believed
to we reflected extreme poverty Analysis of minor marriages in an area
uf northern Taiwan by Wolf and Huang (1980) indicates:no relationship to
poverty, however, and while the people of Red Sky have long known depri-
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vation, and while mention of people marrying this way did occur in the
course ofinterviews, none of the people in the study had actually married
inthis fashion. This finding suggests that evertif _minor _marriages dockc-
cur more commonly among the poor, poverty does not necessarily mean
that their incidence will increase.

Household form
In December 1981 there were 494 households in Red Sky, with a mean (and
median) household size of 3.7 persons, which appears to be typical for the
area (State Statistical _Bureau_1983:6-7; _State Council Census Office
1983:12-13). Households in Red Sky were predominantly (75 percent)
nuclear; consisting only of a married couple and their children, ii any
Extended-family households, with two or more conjugal units in different
generations, were rare (15 percent), as were single-person households (9
percent) and joint-family households, with more than one conjugal unit
in the same generation (1 percent). The Five Cities Pi oject likewise indi-
cates a pr_eponderance of nuclear-family household&

Reseanzhers invnlved in the Five CitiesProject also concluded that fam-
ilies have become smaller and_that "incomplete-broken"_ families and those
consisting of two or more couples have both substantially declined. They
consider these changes to lx expected consequences of modernization (Five
Cities Family Research Project Group 1985:81-83). Although families prob-
ably have become smaller and simpler as well as more complete since 1949,
comparison of natal family form and size at time of marriage with those
atpiesentdoes natprovide adequate demonstration of the fict.1 Since the
age at marriage has been increasing for_both_sexes,Atis_possible that we
are dealing with families at different stages of development_Even _if the
proportion of incomplete or single-person households has declined, the
change cannot be attributed simply to some vague force of "moderniza-
tion!' If the proportion of broken and single-person households was un-
usually high during the years jug prior to Liberation as a result of flood,
famine, and war, then the sublequent decline in their proportion may in-
dicateareturn to_morestableconditions _as much as a response to changes
associated with the modernization of Tianjin.

Intrafamilial relafions: monetary contributions
Clearly, neolocality and the growing importance of wage labor have altered
relationships within the family and the household in Red Sky Although
I was not permitted to visit homes or directly observe family interactions,
many informants indicated that women no longer exert the influence and
controloveriheir daughters-in-law thatthey once did. On the other hand,
parents no longer lose contact with married daughters who are living away
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from home. Today, daughters often send money and help their parentsin
nonmonetary Ava_ as well. Of the 419 househóldsiàrwftidil have income
data;_ 11 percent reported regtdarly receiving remittancesfrom relatives. Of
those; 71 percent were getting help from daughters and 5.. percent were
receiving a monthly remittance from sons. The amounts sent by sons and
daughters did not differ sisnifica_ntly the mean remittance sent by sons
was 9.1 RMB compared with 9.0 RMB for daughters. Thirty-eight percent
Of all households reported sending remittancesabbut 66 percent to the
wife'Sparents, more than those1 sent to thehusband`sparents (55 percent).
Data from_other _cities surveyed in _connection with theFiveL Cities Project
indicate a range from_28:5 to 54;7 percent sending remittances The overall
proportion ofhouseholds sending remittances was 35.9, which is very close
to the proportion revealed in my data. The range for households receiving
aid was from 2.3 percent to 22.3, with an overall proportion of 11.2, which
once again is very close to my figure (Five Cities Faritily Research Project
Group 1985:428, 432).

These findings are striking because; in traditional Chinese contexts, a
womatfs separation from her famil y atinarriageL was virtually complete;
it waslargely_for this reason_thatsirls were said to be 'useless;" and it was
for this reason that female children were frequently disadvantaged in ac-
cess to education and, in times of shortage, to more basic necessities such
as food and medical care. Many elderly women told me that, under present
circumstances, daughters may be mote helpful and ''usefiir than sons.
While a daughter will come home to dean house for her parents; neither
a son nor a daughter-in-law can be relied uponior such taskS_To the _ex,
tent thatclaughters continue to support their parents, the pressure for sons
may therefore be reduced.,

According to data on remittances from the Five Cities Project, the ab-
solute values sent and received in China's cities were small. The overall
mean monthly amount was 115 RMB to 139 recipients; the average remit-
tance received was 21.2 -RMB from 2.19 mviders (Five Cities FaMily
Research Project Group 1985:429, 430, 432). These values per provider are
close to thosefor Red Sky.Dne of the projecrs Shanghaisuiveysindicated
that the vast numberof remittance recipients were above a poverty line of
25AMB per person per month; and the researchers concludedifrom this
that remittances were given notprimarily for economic reasons but out of
filial deference. The data from Red Sky suggest that remittances were not
simply an important filial obligation of the young. In fad they constituted
a more than nominal contribution to income. lk :ost recipients were elderly
(93 percent were_over 50); 77_percent belonged_ to nuclear households, and
7 percent lived alone. The proportion of_ Red Skyrecipients with monthly
incomes !wages plus pensions) below the community per family member
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mean-135.8 RMB) Wat 78 percent. Forty:percent of all Red S'.9,1Wonieti Of
ages 55 Or oVer Wefe receiving some kind of remittance from fileir_Children,
Clearly, _a Stib-stantial proportion cif older_peopfecountedon h_ep from their
childivre, and in most cases the amounts contributed were more than
symbolic _

Because _women now_ commonly live alone_ with their husbands; are
better educated than in the past, participate- fully in the work force, and
contribute to the domestic economy with substantial wages and reitittaAtes,
they have reixittedly acquired greater voice over the dispositiOn Of their
Otirit labOr and income Although they have not attained complete equality
With:Men, eVeri in the domestic sphere,_ there is little doubt that the_ h_us-
band's rnither _cari_no longer exert ihe influence_she_did when residence
was_ with the husband's family, when women were_raised to illiteracy, and
when labor was confined to the home: These changes have contributed to
shifting attitudes about the valuo of daughters, which in turn have likely
influenced reproductive strategies.

FERTILITY AND THE DEMOGRAPHIC TRANSITION

Red Sky has experienced many of the -economic and st dal changes that
normally -occur -with urban-industrial development and that are expected
to- result in fertility declinefalling mortality, the expansion of atteoS tO
edtiCation, the increasing involvement of women in the nondoMeStic Work
force, and the development (*independent coniugalfamilies._ Of:these, ac-
cess taeducation and inv3Ivement in the work force merit special atten-
tion here:

Effect of increased access to education
Chatiges in education play a special role in vanous theoretical approaches
liokiog 66cioctintimic mcidernization arid fertility clecline=in the "deitio=
graphic tian:sitioti" Model (Notestein_1953; Coale 1975), in _the hoitSehold
prOditictiorunodel (Delray:1576; Khan and Sirageldin_1974; _Michael 1973;
and Schultz 1973), in Easterlin's "synthesis" framework (see Easterlin _et al.
1980); and in Caldwell's !'wealth flows" theory (see; for example; Caldwell
1982a, 1982b, 1982c; and Delray 1976). Empirical studies of these appmaches
have repeatedly confirmed:a_relationship between education and fertility
in developed aod developing societies. :Several_ studies-inditate- that 0*.--
panded atteSS to fOrinal education may depress fertility For one thiog, ac
cess to education_often increasestheage at which_wornen _marry, redireing
their _lifetime_ exposure to sexual _intercourse_ _(Bongaarts and _Mesen
19833445; Cochnme_1979:146; _and United Nations_1983:68-71). Rising edu-
cation is_ also associated with lower infant mortality; which in turn is re-
lated to lower fertility (Caldwell 1979; LeVme 1980:S83-85). There is also
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evidence that education alters the perceived costs and benefits of children,
as well as the perceived economic advantages of large families, commonly
resulting in lower fertiliV (Arnold et AL 1975; Cochrane 1979:102=9, 11245;
McClelland 1983; Mueller 1972; and Speare 1973), Other studies indicate
that education :increases knowledge of contraception and fosters more
favorable attitudes toward fertility regulation (Cochrane _1979117,35). Some
evidence suggests;_howevez that educafion may have a pmnatalist effect:
For example; increasing the level of education may decrease the rate_and
duration of breastfeeding and shorten postpartum sexual avoidance, thus
reducing_ postpartum lactational amenorrhea and increasing exposure to
sexual intercourse (Bongaarts and Potter 1983:225; Caldwell and Cald=
well 1977:18E3-87, 200k_ Cochrane 1979:92; Nag 1983:164-68, 178-83; and
LeSthaeglie et al. 1981:157=68).

My data set is too small to allow thesort of suWe controlsthatmould
makeit possible_to determine_precisely how _education exerts its effect on
fertility_in Red Sky(e,g.,_ by controlling for differences in age at marriage;
occupation; knowledge and use of contraception, and values with respect
to family size and usefulness of children), but it has allowed me to deter-
mine whether or not there is any relationship between level of education
and fertili_ty (a zero-order correlation). In their analysis of the results of the
lecent Chinese fertility survey, Caldwell and Srinivasan concluded that"fer-
fility is dearly higher among those least susceptible_to government pres,
sure and more_likely _to_find_theirchiklren productive assets!' Using a
measure_ci fertility thatincorporates clearly completed fertility with that
of younger women who may have ceased reproduction (the parity of women
at 35; 40; and 45 years combined), they found that average number of live
births varied with level of education and occupation in the expected direc-
tion (1984:76). The data for Red Sky also shOw a relationship between level
of education and fertility in the expected direction; the higher the level of
education the lower the mean parity achieved (Table 11).5

Effeet of female participation in the work force
Although amlationship between fertility and female participation in the
work force has also been asserted and explored in many studies, consen-
sus has yet tc be reached concerning the existence, direction, and causes
of this relationship. Datafrom more developed countries generally suggest
an inverse relationship between female employment and fertility (Blake

5. Results of the Five Cities Project also suggest a relationship between education and
numbr of-births in the opected direction, but the data are not controlled by age
of mother. Since better-educated women are also generally younger women and those
most subject to family planningpressures, such a control is essential (Five Cities Fam-
ily Research Project Group 1985:523).
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Table 11. Parity of women of ages 35 and over, by highest
educational level attained: Red Sky, December 1981

Educational level No. Mean parity

Illiterate 206 4.1
Literate but no formal schooling 21 3. 4
Primary_school 112 31
Middle school 81 2.8
High_ whool 54 2.8
Vocational school 5 3.0
University or college 15 2.4

1965; Freedman et al 1963; Mason 1974; Pratt and Whelpton 1956; Ridley
1959; Westoff et al. 1963), but evidence from less developed countries indi-
cates either a posifive-relationship or none at all (ConceNion 1974Gen-
dell 1967; Goldttein 1972; jafk and Azumi 1960; Lee and Cho 1976; Stycos
1965; Stycos and Weller 1967).

_According to one view,_theiligheraAvoinan's pbtential wage rate, the
greater thecost of children relative to alternative goods and thus the fewer
children a couple will have (e.g., Becker 1960:209-40; Mason 1974:13; Baster-
lin 1973). Easterlin asserts, for example, that couples have subjective prefer-
ences that specify the combinations of children and alternative "goods!'
ASsuming that children and other "gbbds are "scarce the number of chil-
dren couples will choose to have will depend not only on preferences or
"tastes7 butalso on the _relative costs of thildren and other_ "gobds" and
ontotalincome used to_satisTyprefeiences-Inseneral,_fises ininconie per-
mit an increase in the acquisition of all preferred "goods7 including chil-
dren, as long as there is no change in the relative cost of children. The more
expensive children become, however,- the fewer children couples will have
(Easterlin 1973; Mason 1974; cf., Willis 1973).

Another view is that labbr influences fertility through role images
"role traditional" women axe less likely than "role modern" ones to view
workas_an alternative_to motherhood and_are therefore more likely to find
satisfaction in having many children (HoUman and Wyatt 1960;_ Blake 1965;
1971; Hoffman and Hoffman 1973). Some researchers have also argued that,
in addition to a womaes education, the duration of her work experience
before marriage, the quality of her jobs before and after marriage, and the
timing of her first birth are potential indicators of her preferences and sex-
role orientation, 1:foth of which in turn influence fertility later in life.

Still others have attributed importance to the role incompatibility that
work outside the horne mates formomen (Collver and Langlois 1962; Jaffe
and Azumi 1960; Stycos and Weller 1967; Weller 1968). Where the nuclear
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Table 12. Parity of women of ages 35 and over, by type of em-
ployment: Red Sky, December 1981

Occupation No. Mean parity

None i 152 4.0
Retiked ii 99 3.7
Ltical collectives 62 4.1
Service 18 3;3
Industrial 102 3M
Olfice 84 2.7
Technical or professional 37 2.5
Cadre 3 2.0

faintly prevails, asit does in most modern societies, childcare becomes a
major problem; High fertility may Thus become an obstacle to continued
employment and to the benefits to be derived therefrom. The extent of in-
compatibility will vary with the type of work and the availability of sur-
rogate baby tenders.

The size and nature of my data do not permit a detailed_analysis of
the factors that account forihe relationship between work and fertility in
Rig Sky, but the data_do give &general idea as to the existence of such
a relatonsMp_Although_many large work units provide nursery facilities
for their workers and although neighborhoods sometittes also provide
childcare services, the demand for space in nurseries and kindergartens
exceeds the supply, and such services are not without cost. Because child-
care is still a considerable burden, women witlino occupation, thosese,
tired, and those employed in neighborheodenterprisesmould be expected
to have the highest mean parity_The data are consistent with this expectk
tion (Table 121._ Further, among employed women those in the ntost
ff_modere sectors have the lowest parity; industrial-workers have lower par-
ity than those in the service sector, and office and technical workers even
lower. Although the number of female cadres is small, the fact that their
mean parity is lowest is consistent with the expectation that the women
most subject to antinatalist pressures would have the lowest parity.

Patterns of fertility change
Having considered some of the demographic, social, and economic changes
that took place as Red Sky modernized, it is useful now to trace the changes
in fertility to see if they can be explained by the demographic transition
model; Did fertility decline, what was the pattern of decline, and to what
extent did fertility fall in response to the changes thus far discussed?
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-From-a remarkably IOW level during the 193741 ipericid, the pattern:of
fertility change in Red Sky is one of recovery to Liberation-, followed_ by
the sort of feftility dedine _that _the theory of demograp_hic transition would
lead us to expect given_the rapiclurban and industrial development that
took placein Tianjin after 1949_(Table13) After the data are disaggregated;
hpwever, the patternbecomes less straightforward. Figure 6 shows fertility
change year by year from 1936 to the end of 1981, a pattern that no longer
reflects regular, consistently-falling -fertility -from the late 1930$ .--

Ritility-was low-in Red sky during the decade orso before Liberation.
Between 1938 and 1941-, tatalfertilitydropped frouLthree_arfour children
per woman toanlytwo:Afterliberation ferfilityapproached _five children
perwoman, surpassing pre-Liberation levels From 1958.through 1960.There
was another_ fertility drop: _A short-lived and modest recovery ensued, but
from 1962 there_ was another sharp decline until_ about 1966. This one
brought fertility to a level even lower than during the decade or so bdote
Liberation. The people Of Red Sky had attained a level of fertility below
replacement, Although there was some recoverbetWeen 1967 and:196%
fertility remained low even by pre4949 standardS The decline resum_ed after
1969 until about 1976,4fter %Vhidithexelwas agradtialifui =idea upward
shiA; In 1976 two major earthquakesravaged Tianjin and killed atleast 20,000
people; many of whom were children: The_ sharp rise in fertility immedi-
ate4r thereafter "has been evlained, in part, as compensation for the loss
suffered in the 1976 earthquake" (tyle 1980:566-7-67), From 1966 to the end
of 1980, kttility remained below replacement. hi 1981-total fertility was 136,
slightly lower than Tranjin'S overall: 1.65 (Banister 1984:250).

I alsoarialyzed infant mortality in Red Sky and found that ithaS fallen
steadily_and_sharply_since_even _before_ Liberation_ (Figure_ 7)The _sharp
decline iminfant mortality from_ 1931 to 1932. or _1933 and the increase from
1972 could both be artifacts of small numbers; but the precipitous rise from
1937 to 1939 is probably real. It corresponds to a period of unusual difficulty,
with the peak occurring during the major flood of 1939. -The drop in infant
mortality since Liberation could be seen to 1* as much the result of-the
fact that more children were firSt :barns-, and therefore possibly healthier
and better cared_for, as af an overall decline inmartality. When f_compared
the_moftallty_Off irstbomswith_thit ofather infants, hawever, the data in,
dicated the same pattern_ of decline, interrupted only during 1937-43, when
Tianjin suffered famine; violence; and flood: However;_whereas infant (and
child) mortality fell steadily and sharply from about 1943,- reducing some
of the pressure on parents to have children, the drop in fertility during the
same period- was-neither steady nor continuous. There were even periods
during which falling infant mortality was accompanied by rising fertility.
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Table 13. Ferti4 by five-year intents: Red_5y, 1937-81

inteal

19741 28 147

1%146 44 147

1947-51 38 191

1951-56 52 211

1957- 16 19/

it46 E 125

1967-71 3 46

197161 14

1g1741a
.

A1&sDedficiertililv rate

.1111.1.1=10111MIMINIMEml111A11.11=Imo..44(111ftwaAlM101111

Gerieral -lbial

fertility fertility !zip
15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 3549 riti -rate age

170 131

173 143

193 13

127 199

247 168

192 115

53'

93 35*

124 64

131 68

89 1.8 19.2

110 3.2 20.3

142 3.9 20.4

166 4.4 /1.7

99 37 135 3.8 13.3

72 34 91 1.7 251

222 85 28 2 60 1.9 16.1

162 75 19 3 32 1.6 2647

140 93 28 3 44 13 16,9

baseOn <twomanlears.

a, kljusted to ompensge forthteidusion-of
neverimarried women m the unkrse.- fertility during Iasi decade is thereforeegrtited;

at katiate.l.iii b!en th& _4s-3 resultionly married women of ages 15-19 and 20-24 1 tisk of tditOtidii are dudd, Thi data
say nothing about their unmarried counterparts-.
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Examining_the pattern of fertility_ change; then; leads to the conclusion
that ffmodernization theory' and the _model of demographic transition,
which are essentially derived from the experience of now developed socie7
ties, provide-an inadequate basis for anticipating the changes that occurred
in Red Sky. The changes in fertility cannotibe accounted for simply by in=
oretsitig aecess-to education-, growing involvement of _women in _the Work
flake, and developing independence of the conjugal_ unit_ NoLcan it be_ex7
Plained is_a simple function of filling iniant mortality_ although this factor
Undritibledly did contribute to substantially shorter birth intervals and a
rise in fertility

Increasing-marriage age also hada negative effect onlertility, hot it too
cannot account for the pattern of fertility decline. Whereas the riSe in age
at -marriage- was gradual and reasonably constant-, fertility decline WaS
neither Rttility increased during 1941-57 as marriage agerose.Itincreased
again diiiing 19%-196n-cLagain during_19_K-_-both_periods_during
whkh_themean_age_atmarriage continued to go up. Another indication
that changing age _at _marriage was not responsible formodulations_ in fer-
tility_ is that changes in the fertility of_ married women closely parallel those
of all women (Figure 6 and Figure 8). Again, the data show an increase

1-year moving average
Yearly rate

IS I

1936 1941 1946 1951 1956 1961 1966 1971 1976 1981

Figure 8. Total marital fertility: Red. Sky, 1936-81
(three-year moving average and yearly rate)
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in marital fertility through 1952-56, with a decline thereafter.- How shall
weaccount for the peculiar modulations evident in_ the fertility pattern?
Itrnightbeuseful_tobeginwiththeslemography-4o let changes infertility
signal _the important, _related_ changes _in_ society_ In_ my_vim% what _ needs
to be explained is not the shorteningof birth intervalsand the rise in fertil-
ity after 1949; but the low fertility before: The post-Liberation fertility rise,
in this_ view, was essentially a recovery.

Pre-Liberation Tianjin: context for low fertility
During the decade or so before 1949, fertility was apparently low in many
Chinese cities. Data from Chengdu indicate that the mean number of births
tomomenof ages 56 and_over was 4A9 (Five Cities Family Reseaich Project
Group 1985235)._This figureis analogouslo myfigureof 4.7 for totalinari-
tal fertility for women_of ages 55 and oven Retrospective surveys in two
Beijing districts also indicate low fertility for women born in 1914and 1920.
On the basis of published data, I calculate total fertility rates (ages 15-44)
of 4.4 and 4.4 for Xicheng District women, and 4.9 and 3.8 for Haidian Dis-
trict women born in those years. The total fertility rate for Red Sky women
born 1:iefore 1927 was 3.6. The fertility rates of subsequent coliorts in Xicheng
and Haidianare also not_ very_different from _those in Red Sky. Total fertil=
ity was 4J3 and 34 in Xidiengand Haidian respectivelyfor women born
in 1930; in Red Skv total fertility was 31 for women born during_ 1938.
Women born in 194-0 had rates of 2.0 and 28 in Xicheng and Haidian respec-
tively, and those born in 1946 had rates of 1.4 and 1.6. The analogous rate
for Red Sky women (born during 1939-50) was 1.9 (Liu Juyu 1983:22; Ye
NcIrtru 1983:44).

Because I had not anticipated the low fertility of Red Sky women dur-
ing the pre-Liberation pericwl, my interviews anct questionnaires did not
indudequestionsthatwouldhave allowed me to go directly_ to the causes.
Nonetheless, enough is known aboutlife in Tianjin in the yearsbefore Lther,
ation to approach the question indirectly. Five factors in particular could
well have contributed to a low level of fertility: (1) frequent and substantial
spousal separation, (2) periodic famine, (3) high morbidity, (4) high infant
and adult mortality and (5), in view of the difficult living conditions that
prevailed, deliberate attempts to limit the number of children born (all
parities).

Fertility-depressing _conditions were particularly acute ifom 193% when
a flood ravaged Tianjin and the surrounding countryside, producing aim,
the in 1940 and 1941. The situation improved little during the ensuing war
years up to about 1946. Even before Japanese troops took control of the city
in 193Z working and living conditions were not conducive to high fertility.
The urban population was disproportionately male, as wives and children
commonly remained in the countryside. Women who lived in the city
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suffered periodic famine and chronic poor health. Finally, city workers-, both
male and female, lalored under incredibly poor conditions; suffering _from
exhaustion, illness-, :and separation from_their spouses anclicwed_one& .

: From the time they tooktontrol of Tianjin;_the Japanese; _plagued by
the Communist Eighth Route Army activities_ in .the _countryside around
Tianjut;_ monitored and controlled movement_ within the city and also be-
tween The city and the countryside. Traveling to and from work was there7
fore risky and time-consuming. For many-it was safer and-more convenient
to _live at the factory. Visiting one's family in the countrySide was even more
difficult- and dangerous bt=icause the Japanese were especially . suspicious
of people_moving betWeen the city and the rural areas._TheJapaneseAso
made frequent punitive expeditionsand_sorties to search either for_the.en-
emm_ for laborto exploitin fighting the enemy.. They sent troops to over-
see_h=vests_ and collect grain taxes reportedly, amounting to as much as
50 or 60 percent of_ harvesL As a_ result rural life and economy were seri-
ously destabilized-(Hershatter 1982:-128, 185=86). One-response-to Japanese
pressures -was to try to dodge the Japanese by remaining in the country-
side. Another was to leave the countryside -altogether to live under the
Japanese in garrison towns or in the city. Such migration usually involved
spousal _separation.

_Much of w_hat welatow ullife in Tianjin_before Liberation is derived
Eaminterviews and general historical account& Little information is avail-
ablein the form of systematic social surveys, apart from a useful 1926 stUdy,
conducted by Chinese researchers, of- workers in two "model" factories7-
the Chiu Ta Salt Refinery and the Pacific Alkali-Workain Danggu; a town
some 30 miles southeast of Tianjin. These _factories were not typical;
however.- As the author of the pUbliShed accountindicates"sucha_ solici-
tous spirit shown forthemelhbeing of Theirworker& _it must be_admitted;
is_ but_ rarely_metwith in fictories, in thistountry" (Lin 1928: viii). Even so,
the description.ofconditions in these factories might well have shocked
Western readers of_ that time.

_Workers at the Chiu Ta Salt Refinery were mainly young men; 75 per7
cent- were between-the ages of 20 and 35. Most lived: in factory_quarters;
few had fthi iliesin Danggu. A large proportion of resident workers (59per-
cent) and of those witlifamiliesin Danggu (39_percent) _had been_ agricul-
tural workers_beforetomingict the refinery (Lin 1928:53; 70). Even before
the Japanese took_control of the area,. workers commonly lived apart from
theirfamilies, and movement into the- city often resulted more from push
factors, i.e., poverty and disorder in the countryside, than fium some- in-
trinsic attraction of the city or town (Lin 1928:554)..Even before the 1930s,
then, fertility may have been adversely affected by spousal separation and
poverty.
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A1thöiih95 percent of _ workers _with_families in_ town_ were_ married-,
town-siwelling workers_constitutedonlyabout_oneluarter _of_ the_ factory
work force._ Fifty-twopercent of the far more numerous dormitory residents
were also married (Lin 1928:55-58; 71-72). Thus; although_ a substantial
proportion of workers-were married, they had-little access to-their spouses.
Similarly, of fifty resident workers-surveyed at the Pacific AlkaliWorks, 40
percent had spouses liVing elSewhere (Lin 1928:101). Such a situation is
hardly conducive to high fertility.

Although_ the two_ _factories des:ribed_in_ the 1926_ study were_modeLs
of industrial enfightemnent at the time, Theaurveysindicate difficultand
unsanitary working and living accommodations; From 1916 to_1927 at least;
common laborers worked_ twelve hours a day, and skilled_workers ten. Op-
portunities for home visits -were rare (Lin 1928:22, 24). Despite unusually
beneficent management at the two plants, illness and accidents were com-
mon, especially -diarrhea-, colds; skin inflammations, and :burns (Lin
1928:40).Unhealthful, tritsafe working conditions were particularly charac-
teristic_cif_thePaCiTie Alkali WbiEk .S._

Conditions were even worse in_ more typical factorieain theyearsbe-
fore Liberation. The worker's life was one of unmitigated drudgery and fa-
tigue. especially during-the Japanese occupation_and the subsequent civil
war (Hershatter-1982:138=391. Apart from long, -hard hours, workers had
to endure hazardous, unhealthful conditions on the job and, Often,- dangers
outSide the workplace as well. Ks one of the informants in Gail Hershat-
t&S study Of preialieration factory workers putit; "we were working_fifteen,
sixteen_hours a day; and onThestreetatheJapanesewereurtertseizing peo-
plefor forced laboz sowedial daretoso our (Hershatter1982:145). Mar,
riage was not easy- visits tu family were infrequent, and rarely were workers
in a position to-live away from their factories with their spouses (Hershat-
ter 1982:134,- 148, 150).

Although most migrants and urban workers were males,--there- were
some female workers. Women; however, entered Tianjin'S textile Mills late
and in sinall numberi. lir 1929 only 9.14 percent of the cotton Mill _work
force _was female(13percentifchildlabur isincluded)._ It waanot untilihe
Japanese took control of_ Tianjin that the_proportion reached 39 percent;
in 1947-women still constituted barely half of all mill workers (Hershatter
1982:188).

Most women employed in the mills during the 1920s were young and
either unmarried or, if married,- Willing tO live in dormitories apart from
their spouses, as most MU'S had rides forbidding marriage. Women who
married Seeretly_andsubsequently__beeame pregnant were usually quickly
discovered_ and promptly fired (Hershatter_ 1982193-_94 _Once inside _the
mill; women faced ten-to-twelve-hour days in perpetual motion; under a
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lightmist_ Poor cliet and urthealtHiil working conditions combinecito make
them highly susceptibk to illness; Lung andeye problems were common:
Disease spread quickly in the overcrowded; poorly ventilated dormitories,
and industrial accidents were commonplace. Working-class neighborhoods
had neither water nor sewage disposal. There too-illness was commonplace
and-mortality high (Hershatter 1982:23542, 378).

My data support Hershafter'S findings- 0- at conditions were especially
difficult dining thelapanese occupation. Poor working_conditions and fa-
tigue were_compmindedfysevere_mautritioivta the_point of starvation.
The situation became_desperate _during and after the flood of 1939= Although
the supply of food increased somewhat at the_end of the occupation, partly
because of flour imports from the United States, rampant inflation under-
mined the workers' buying power and encouraged hoarding by metchants.
Hunger therefore continued. Eicerpts fitorn interViews I conducted in Tianjin
convey something ofithe horror of those times. These recollections give evi-
dence cif illness and starvationi _spousal separation-, anxiety, and_fear
circumstances clearly not conducive to even a moderate level of_fertility

I-was bbrn and rallied in Tianjin's North-Disfrict. We were altogether
eight people, my parents, five sisters, and myself. My youngest sister
had tto bt- sold -to offSet our poverty. My second youngest-sitter died
early.- Mother- died at 39- in 1930. . . . Father, a wagon puller, died- of
throat_cancethalla yearlater._ He managed _to find amother-in-law for
me before he died; and I left home to join her shortly before his
death. . . .

During those years we_were conslantlyafraid. People were seatthed
everywhere by the Japanese. . . . My husband initially livid apart from
me, in Earthwall, -where he worked as a long-term field -laorer. When
the landlord went -bankrtipt my husband fotiiid hiiiiself without -em-
ployment. He tried to do some small business in the city, selling flow-
ersand ice cream: After the Japanese arrived_hicouldn'tiven do that-.
They took him away to_cla laborfor them._ Things gota lot worse in
1939, when there was a great flood in Tianjin; Once again my husband
was without work. He tried: :to work as a carrier on 1 the river
piers. . . One day he dropOid his burden into the water whilecarry-
mg it off a ship. When he jumped-in to retrieve it he was struck by a
large, heavy piece-of lumber. . . His-fingers- were-broken and muti-
lated and, from_that time, he could do-little-work. ka- two years I washed
dothing _for_the Japanese so_we could eat.__Then I managed_tbfind_ a
job in the wool factory where I worked until 1952; when had to_with-
draw to care for my children. My husband managed to find a job in
a textile factory but couldn't hold it because of his physical problems.
In the end he bicame a street sweeper.C.K. Huang
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Conditions in Tianjin were esciãlly difficult betWeen 1937 and 1945,
during whkh tiite the Japanese condo-tied nine campaigns to-consoli-
date their control. Food shortage was a major problem. What flour was
available was increasingly_adulterated and, by 1940, one could find no
flour at all; In the summer of 1939 therewas a great flood;_ Water rose
to the height of a man or even higher in some places. There were dead
bodies floating everywhere. . . Flunger stalked the city and surround-
ing countrySide, driVing people to echemes. There was looting and steal-
frig. It tOok abOUt two months for the waters to subside. Miring that
time we ate anything we could find. . . . The stench of death was
everywhere;

We were all afraid of _diseases;_but the Japanese method of dealing
with the problem frightened us as much. . ; ; The Japanese frequently
erected roadblocks looking for people who were ill. People suspected
cif being ill were carted away in truckS. No one knows what became
of them. These health checkS were especially common during the sum-
mer of 1939 and people were so afraid of being taken away that they
were reluctantto leave their homes. You could never know whether or
not you _would return;

Between 1941 and 1944 the Japanese conducted their seventh and
eighth pacification campaigns. During that period even maize flour was
not to be found. V* ate flour made of broad beans, sorghum, and
peanuts. Eventually that too was adulterated with wood shavings and
even with StOnes. . . . hi 1944 there was nothing at all to eat. We ate
horse fodderthe bran or shells of peanuts mixed with yellow beans.
Even forsuch foodsprices_ soared out of s*ht. In the course of a single
day food prices could siselour or_five limes; ; ;

Conditions were even more difficult in the countryside, where peo-
ple were evenhially reduced to eating the bark of trees. For about one
year after the flOod there were no harvests and people starved. In ad-
dition, the Japanese, concerned &but activities of the Communist _Eighth
Route Army in the countryside, launched periodic searches and puni-
tive expeditions, burning villages and killing people. Because condi-
fionsweresabad in thecounhyside, many rural people preferred to
take their chances in the city or town; _Many young men lefttheir wives
and children in the countryside and came to stay with friends or rela-
tives in the -city. Those discovered during nighttime house inspections
were carted away as possible resistance fighters.M.R. Liu

Tianjin after Liberation: political controls on fertility
Although marriage wasiegally_and administratively delayed shortly after
Liberation; birth intervals nonetheless became shorter and fertility rose;
Women married later but had their children in quicker succession. Increas-
ing access to education and increasing involvement in work outside the
home does not seem to have Curtailed childbearing during this early pe-
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fiod. In fact_ it could be argued that, had the age at marriage not been
delayed and had women continued ta devotetheir energies exclusively to
domestic chores, fertility might actually have been even higher-.

Thst-Liberation krtility trends
According to one source (Pao and He 1960:62-63), only 7.5 percent of Tian-
jidspopulationgrowth m 1949 was the result Of natural mcreasethe differ-
ence betWeen birth and death rates. By 1953, however, the proportion
attributable to natural increase had grown to 31.8 percent_and,_by 1956,to
35.1 percent. MilchatTianjin'igrowth was_caused by an_iltuc of rural peo-
ple that was stimulated_ by growing industry It is the natural increase,
though; that most interests us here.

It resulted from falling mortality- That mortality declined is no great
surprise. Not only had peace come to lianjin, but also immediate steps
were taken to stabilize the city's economy and improve living conditions.
Sanitation and health improved, and there is evidence of substantial im-
provements in consumption. One source compares the situation forA55
workers in 1956 with data collected on the families of 132 crafrsmen in
1928-29:

We shall cite for comparison data on the life of 455 workers' families
in 1956. Evezy membr of a working fathily on the average consumed
the following annually: high luality fnnd = 263.8 chin, which is 103
chin inore in comparison with the previous data; low quality fond =
74.5 chin,_Le._128.5 chinless than_before; meat = 12.36 chin, or 5.15
chin more; eggs = 71,1e.,69 more; fish, 2015 chin, Le.,13A6 chin
more; sugar = 2.76 chin, or 224 chin more; and fabric = 27.28
or 17.28 ch'ih more. [One chin, or catty, equals 34.28 grams or 1.10
pounds; one ch'ih equals one-third meter or approximately 1 foot.] Ew
ery man had an average of 3.38 square meters cif dwelling area, or 0.45
square meters more than prior to Lib-eration. Most of the workers now
live intim newly constructed_communal houses rather than in mud or
day houses, which prevailed before (Pao and He 1960:58, 67).

An indirect indication from the_Red Sky data that_ impmvements_in living
conditionshad alelicitous effeckon health is that the age at first menses
declined; themean ages at first menses for women of ages 45-49, 40-44,
35-39; 30-34, and_25-29 were 15.9, 15.5, 14.9, 14.9, and 14.7 years respettively.

Improvement in overall health and the decline in infant mortality after
Liberation are changes that might be eicpected to have contributed to higher
fertility, all other things Mng equal. WI, whereas the level (M) of marital
fertility in Red Sky increased fiamig9 in_1937-41 t92_during_1967-131,
total marital fertility beganfallingin_the mid,1950s after an_initial period
of increase that started in 1941 (Figure 8); Looking at the data on marital
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fertility in relation to birth cohorts helps to make sense out of this appar-
ent contradiction (Figure 9) The marital fertility of women who were in
their _peak childbearing years just after Liberation (those born during
1927=38) rose dramatically during their rounger years, compared with worn7
en in the earlier, pre-Lthetation cohort. Even thou&h theaverage age at mar-
riage was increasin& rawly women bOth during 1927=38 married young(at
ages 15,19); Their_ initial marital_fertility was higher than that of earlier-
born women, producing a higherieveLof fertility_They ended their child-
bearing earlier, however, to a large extent cancelling out their_higher early
fertility. The most important difference between women born during
1939-50 and those born earlier is that they exhibit markedly lower fertility
frOm ages 25 to 29. This is because women in this cohort were most subject
to programs and policies intended to delay marriage and to lintit childbear-
ing during marriage.

Caulditlie_thaLtheshartirisein early marital fertility following Liber-
ation is more appuent than real; an artifact of the way age-specifk fertility

6: The peak reproductive ages (20 through 29)_for __women born before 1927 occurred
Wore Liberation. For those born during 1977-38 it was after Liberation but before
the Cultural Revolution. The peak for women born during 1939-50 occurred after 1966.
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Table 14. Duration-specific legitimate fertility, by years married and birth
cohort (first marriage): Red Sky, December 1981

Years married

Diiration-spec:ac fertility rate

_<1926
birth cohort

1927-38
birth cohort

.1939-45
birth cohort

<1 40 75 149
1 255 480 591
2 242 295 246
3 191 267 214
4 220 306 157
5 201 324 183
6 243 200 124
7 228 200 96
8 229 241 82*
911 193 135 68*
10-14 171 102 22
15-19 111 24
<20 57 5

Based on -.c100 woman-years.

is calculated? Could the increase in fertility for women of ages 15-19 sim-
ply result from the fact that because women married later=closer to 19 than
to 15they contributed fewer years to the calculated rate? One way to an-
swer these questions is to look at yet another measure of fertility, the
duration-specthc legitimate fertility rate, which analyzes fertility notby_age
but by length_of_time married. If theincreasein fertility was real, _regard-
lessof_age at marriage, women married the same length of time in the var-
ious cohorts should have different fertility rates. A comparison of the first
two cohorts of women (Table 14) shows that for any duration of marriage
up to and including five years, women born during 1927=38 had substan-
tially higher fertility than others. Since womenibbrn during 1939=50 were
under special pressure to etittail births, we wotild expect them tahave had
their firSt children early in marriage and the lowest fertility thereafter. Their
higher fertility should_therefore beevident only duringthe_first year orso
of marriage The results are ambiguous for the second year of marriage,
but we do find that these women had the highest rate of fertility during
the first year.

The increase in age at marriage conceivably could have contributed to
the higher early fertility of the post4lberation cohort in another way It
is possible that women who many later are more fertile simply because
they are older when they begin having children. Table 15 compares the to-
tal first marital fertility (ages 30-44) of_women in_the three_cohorts by age
at marriage. It shows that; in all cohorts; the relationship between age at



Table 15. Age 'specific fertility in fitst maniqe among women 3044 years of age, by birth cohort and age at

maniage: Red Sky, December 1981
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Ageispecific fertility-rate

latTotaliti
6üth cohott 15-19 20-24 2549 30-14 35-39 44 fettik rite

51926

Mitred ãgë 13-19. 147.2 215:1 175;1 1651 161.0 24.1 1.45

Married age 20-4 265.9 260;9 205.2 _86;7 23.6 1.57

Married ap 2549 1253 54;8 1.03

1927-38

Married age 1519 246.1 E.0 107.8 ION -8.0 0;53

Married age 20-24 3.1 170.0 17.1 7. 0.57

_Marrited age 2549 295.1 200.0 58.3 8.9 134

SS)
Miffed àgë 15--$

Married age 2549

* flaid Gr. 1C0 womanlears.

169P 210* 40;0*

419.3* 150-.0 306 11;5*

323.3 NB 21:9
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Table 16. Duration-specific legitimate fertility during firstfóür
years of marriage, byiage at marriage and birth cóhort:
Red Sky, December 1981

=== =Age at marriage

Duration-specific legitimate fertility rate

<1926 19238-
birth cohort birth cohort

<19 151 249
20=24_ 202 318
25=29a 282 277

a. The difference in rates for this age group is not statistically signl-icant at the 0.05
level

Marriage and fertility w_as in the dfre-d ions. uggested:_women who_married
At ages 25-29had the_highestfertilityrates, and those who monied atages
20-24_hadligher fertilitylmtes than those who married younger As Tabl-:
16 indicates_ however-even when dge at marriage is controlled for, duration-
specific fertility rates during the first four years of marriage are-generally
higher for women born during 1927=38 than for those horn earlier I hatte
concluded, then, that the increase-in early fertility for women born during
1927=38 WAS_neither a product of the way age-specific fertilitriscalculated
riot the §ithpie result of_laterrnarriage.__Theincrease _in duration,specific
felitysuggests that women in_the second cohort achieved the_same level
oHertility as pre-Liberation women despite a more _marked fertility decline
with age. They had as _many children as their predecessors but had them
sooner Consistent with _this conclusion is the finding that the intervals tb
each of the first three births- decreased (Table 17). The rate and &ration
of breastfeeding also dedined (Figure 10).7 Since breastfeeding inhibitS ton,
teptito, thiS cotild well have contributedto shortersecond=and third-birth
interValS; _Changes_ in _breastfeeding would _not_account-, _however, for the
dikuthented shorter interval between marriage and first birth.

IntrOduction of family planning
Family planning, in the sense of programs specifically intended to liiit1am =
ily size, was first systematically introduced in Tianjin during 1954-57 (Lyle

7. In a separate study:done:in _collaboration with Wang Ching of the Beijing InstitUte
Of FOrid ReSearch, data show-that the rate and duration of breastfeeding dropped
in Red Sky As womemincreasingly Acquired format education-, as:they became in-
volved in full-time work outside the home, as they adopted neolocalpostmarital resi-
dence, as their income increased, and as their rural origins decreased (Pasternak and
Wang 1985:433=66): Data from the Five Cities Project also indicate a decline in the
rateS and duration of breastfeeding-but considerable difference:among cities in the
degree of change. Compared with other cities; the decline has been less serious in
Tianjin (Five Cities Family Research Project Group 1985:548=57).
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Table 17. Mean birth intent °hymn in first marriage, by birth cohort: Red Sky, December 1981

Born 51926 Born 1927-38 Born 1939:50 Boni?_1951--

Intim!

Marriase tafist child'

Fitt() second_child

Second to third child

Third to fourth dlikI

Fourth to fifth Oild

Fifth to ith child

Na of _I)1c4rii

interva (months

211 42.0

192 41.8

153

11? 315

80 39.2

48 43.7

--Nd, of MOO No, of Mean No. of Mean

) intervals (months) intetqs (titaiths) ihreiiiih (months)

159

155

116

13.0

37.0

38.9

63 41.9

27

3

Note: Means prwidol.onlywhere. numberiof __intervals ?50.

a. Intervals of less than nine months edudet
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1980)Thegoalof _this early effort was more to irnprove maternal health
through family_limitation than to limit family size by controlling childbirth.
Official support for family planning was demonstrated as early as 1955-with
the spread of services and the organization of educational campaigns (Kane
1985:87). The program fOciisd on literate urban dwellers,i theigoal being
to free women for pia:Auction-. Miring the latter part of 1955, cadres in state
agenciesand enterprises in Hebei ProvinceheCarne the subject ofa family
planningrampaigm Oneyearlater the campaign_was extended to all ur-
ban _dwellers_ and to industrial _and mining workers (Kane_ 1985:87-88).

In 1958 and 1959; during _the earliest years of the Great_Leap Forward;
the Chinese government changed its position and argued that family limi-
tation was to be avoided and that China's population was not large enough.
Labor was mobilized on a massive scale, and attempts were made to "liber-
ate" fediale laborto move women out of the home and into_the factories.
In addition to work done in the factory during the day eve_nings_ were given
to the manufacture_ol steel in scrcalledbackyardblastfumacesf_ Spouses
were often separated during the day and at night; People came_home _ex-
hausted at the end of a work day, with little energy for eating and virtually
none_ for sex.

During the "three bad-years" from 1959-to- 1961, production and com-
merce -came 61 a standstill and severe food- shortages launched massive
migrations to the city, migrations that often involved conjugal separation.
The sharp rise in mortality that occurred_cluring those yeais would have
amspired with_ethaustion-, stress_and famine to lower fertility-. Ansley Coale
reports thatexcessdeaths_in_ China (hose above a linear trend)_ from 1958
to 1963 were about 27million; when mortality is adjusted for understate-
ment (Coale 1984:7). It _is interesting- that, although mortality-in- general
soared in China during the "three bad years," the data from Red Sky show
no noticeable increase in infant mortality This may be because the num-
bers areso smaIL btit it cotild alSo indicate that- the drop in fc-ztility that
occurred_ during those years was less due to higher infant mortality than
to other factors,_ such as_exhaustiom_farnine, _and lowerid_colial_frequency.
_ _The sharp _decline in_feity_beginning_ 196Thad a _different cause;
By late_1%1 the bankruptcy_ ofthe Great Leap Forward had become all too
evident; and there was a shift to less radical policies and programs. As7
sociated with that shift was a -renewed -interest in family planning. From
1962 an effective, well-administered family planning program was initiated
in Tianjin. Measures were taken to create the kind of infrastrik lure, and
to carry out the sort of mass mobilization-, that would ensure effective_and
systematic fairtily limitation. This timethe_program was specifically aimed
at controlling reproductive behavior to limit family size;
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Rrtility fell rapidly in-response (Figure 6). The decline was interrupted
only during the Ciiltural Re1olutioris1l%6-76) baby boom, which Red Sky
residents attributeto a_collapse_of administrative andindustrial efficiency
in _the face of_political chaos (see Lyle 1980:553-64): Factory efficiency was
greatly reduced becauseiworkers were constantly involved in political meet-
ings and because discipline crumbled in the wake of purges of cadres and
administrators. Production slowed dramatically, leaving workers with free
tithe to spend at home.

Efforts to restore interest in fainily limitation were renewed by 197Q and
fertility once again dechned, reaching an all-time low in 1976, the year of
a major earthquake. The recoverythereafter was slight. With the fall of the
'ang of_Four" in 1976 and the subsequent restoration of less radical poli-
cies; couples were actively pressured to avoid having more than two chil-
dren. Late marriage, single-child families, delayed childbirth, and wide birth
spacing for women determined to have a second child were stressed. Birth
targetS were allocated downward thrOugh the administrative hierarchy frOm
the national leVel to the work unit. Most units had family planningcom-
mittees that charged specific individuals with responsibility for implement,-
mg familyplanning policies,_During my stay in lianiirtI heard complaints
about inequities in the allocation of work-unit birth targets: I was told that,
although some units had more newly married people than others, plan-
ning was not so detailed and efficient as to takesuch differences into ac-
count. As a result,: some work unlit consistently exceeded their targets
whereas others did much better.

Work units created incentives for couplegformally toregister as single-
child families. Sonie_work_units offered _couples with one<hild contracts
amonthly_5RMB alary supplement; which was to continue until the child
reached age 14: If the couple had a second child they were to return the
rewards. Longer maternity leaves were commonly allowed to contract
motherssix months paidleave instead of the normal fifty-six days. A few
work units were said to give special consideration to contract couples in
the allocation of housing. During the time I was in Tianjin, however, such
allocations were not_commonplace, [also found_no evidence that children
of contract families_ had special access_ to nurseries or other schools, and
itisstill too early_to know whether they will actually enjoy priority in the
assignment of jobs; as is sometimes claimed.

In 1979 municipal authorities in Tianjin and Beijing publicized policies
designed to discourage third- or higher-parity births. According to pubi-
lished regulations, the parents of third-parity infants1 were1 to-be docked
10 percent of their annual salary until the child reached age 14. For parents
of fourth- and fifth-parity children, salaries would be reduced by 15 and
20 percent respectively.
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In Tianjin couples were pressed to wait four years before having a sec-
ond child: Those who did not comply were; in theory at least; to be docked
10 percent of their joint monthly salary (Civil 1985:196; Lyle 1980:555-56).

Even if couples were unwilling to sign single-child contracts, a second con-
ception meant repeated visitS him work-unit cadres, who same to urge
abortion. Couples who exceeded tivo births drew more substantial criti-
cism and pressure, and registration of such births was often delayed for
severaLmonthsduring whichtime rationing _fights_were w;thheld.

Enforcement of the rwo-x:hild lirrOt was still not stricthowevei during
the time I was in Tianjin; Reports _from China since my departure; letters
from friends still in lianjin, and information obtained during a visitto that
city indicate that family limitation has been more systematically and force-
fully pursued since 1981. Stronger pressure is now reportedly exerted to
diScourage couples from having more thar _.:,nechild. Couples who are de-
termined to have a second childare pressed to delay for forty-eight months.
Women who_ are pregnanth _secondshild are_pressured ta seek an
abortion; and sterilization is reportedly actively urged for all women who
have had two children (see Bongaarts and Greenhalgh 1985).

Effectiveness of family ptanning efforts

Although fathily planning efforts were S strictly enforted when I was
in Tianjin, they were nonetheless effective; by 1976 fertility_ had reached
an all-time_lOW. The success of the new &May planning efforts can also
be seen from an analysi&of the sibling positions of childrewborn since 19A9
(Figure 11); Virtually all chilc:en born since 1979 are first children; very few
second children and no third children have been born in recent years; Data
from the sample census indicate a high proportion of first-born infants for
the city generally: 78.5 percent of a children born in 1981 were first borns,
16.2 percent were second children, and 53 percent were third- or higher-
parity births (Banister 1984:250; see alSo Lyle 1980:562).

I mentioned earlierthatrisingage-specilicmarital fertility rates resulted
from a_ shortening of some birth intervals and that the most important in-
terval in this regard was the first; that between marriage and first birth:
The second birth interval decreased around the time of Liberation but then
began to increase again in 1952. With the institution of more systematic fam-
ily limitation efforts in 1962, the second birth interval lengthened substan-
tially, and in recent years, with the increasing emphasis on single-child
faririlie& the second interval has lengthened even more That the second
birthinterval hasbeeninaeasing in_Red_Sky even _as the rate and duration
of breastfeeding has been_ declining further indicates the effectiveness of
the family planning efforts;
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_Parity progrenions also refl;xt the_influence of political and economic
changes (Tabk: .18). As with theearlier finding that fertility was low in pre-
Libeistion tht, da: a an parity prngressions show an unusually high
proportion of wornvin having no children at all among those married from
1927 thzoush 1941. The proportions at each parity are also lower before 1942
than after. The proportions having more than tWo children deduie begiu-
paig With the 19,q-51 marriage cohort; suggesting some parity-specific at-
tempt to limit childbirth. We notea sharp_drop in the proportion of 1972-76
Marriage cohort_ women_having a second child:
_ planning efforts have reportedly beenimore effectively __im-
plemented in Shanghai and in Beijing (Croll 1985:200; Kane 1985,.95; lien
1985:122; 126-27). It is not surprising to discover, then, that fettility thtes
are somewhat higher in Red Skyi than in those cities. Data frOni Urban
Shanghai iuditate a somewhat higher proportion of firstrborn andi loWer
proptirtion of second-born children in 197879 In Shanghai_80 percent Of
all Children bbrn from October 1978 to September 1979 were first-parity (Gu
Xingyuan _et al. 1981:231); n lianjin the proportion was only 71 percent
forthe twoiear period 1978-79. Also consistent with the evidence for low-
er fertility and more effectiv,e fanilly planning in Beijing are data suggest=

1974 1979
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Table 18 1tity of women, by year married: Red $ ky, pre-1926 to 1981

Percentage achieving each parity

Year married Number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 I

....,-,..,...........
51923. 26 IN 96 81 54 35. 31 19

1927-31 24 13 88 75 51 50
$3

25 8 41= WO

1932-36 43 8 93 72 58 4 37 23 11 7 .__

193741 56 11 89 84 70 61 i.11 25 7 .
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ing greater use of contraceptives there. According to one suivey, the per-
centages of women bcirn in 1920, 193a _1940, and 1946 who had_ used con-
traceptives WerR 78;34.9; 9a1icl_95.7 respectiveiy (Liu Juri_1983: n)._ The
percentages for Red Sky women born during analogous periodsbefore
1926; 1927-38,_ and 1939-50were 7A, 28;6, and 743.7.

Because the Chinese fertility survey of 1982, like my own in Red Sky,
was based on retrospective data, it provides a basis for comparison with
urban China generally since 1950 Figure 12 shows that, although the level
Of fettility has been consistently lower -in Red Sky, the overall pattern has
been veiy similar? A likely reason for Red Sky'S lower fertility is_thatThe
fertility_survey incorporated_data from_many srnaller_cities and_towns_vv_here
family_planning_hasbeen less systematic and effective and where rural in-
fluences and traditions are likely to have been more persistent The Chinese
define an area as "urban"_ if it has a population of more-than 2,000, at least
half of which is employed in nonagricultural pursuits (Kane 1985:83). That
the two curves conveige after 1972 suggests that fariilly planning effOrtS may
have become increasingly effective in China's smaller cities and towns in
recent years.

Thereissome evidence_that _fertility_has recently risen in Red _Sky and
in _China generally. The data on marital fertility in Red Sky (Figure 8) indi-
cate such a rise since 1976: Earlier I reported that; although the marriage
law revision in 1980 increased the legal age at marriage from 18 to 20 for
women, administrative procedures that had formerly operated to keep mar-
riage age well above the legal minimum were relaxed. This was partly be-
cause -of the social problems created by postponing marriage past age 23
in a society in which women aretraditionally_manied soon after menarche
andin which sexual relations among unmarried people are nolsocially ac-
ceptable_ (Coale 1984:45). Tho tiew faw was thus accompanied by a mar-
riage boom. ytcording to Coale:

8. "Urban" in the 1982 census referred to people living in a city or town designated
urban by the State Council whether or not they were registered there and eligible
for coinnwrcial grain rations. An area was designated a town if industries, commerce,
and handicraft enterprises were concentrated and if the population exceeded 3,000
persons of:whorn 70 percent were not involved in agriculture, or if the population
numbered betWeen 2,500 and 3010-with over 85 percent nonagricultural. Places with
populations over 100,000were designated cities; as were places with smaller popula-
tions that were provincial capitalsor centers of commerce and-heavy industry (Gold-
stein 1985:6-17) Altogether4,664 townsand236_cities were designated "urban" for
census purposes-. The -1982- fertihty-survey used-a more-restricted definition that re-
quired entitlement to:commercial graLl rations as well_asiurban residencelBanister
1984:2641=65; Goldstein 1985:10=14 This-difkrence <an be 4-considenible -impor-
tance in a-consideration of rural=urban differences; In this particular case; however,
although I have used the census definition, the-results are nonetheless comparable
to those of the fertility survey because no r2sidents of Red Sky were without urban
registration and entitlement to commercial grain rations.
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0
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Figure 12; Total fertility: Red Sky and urban China, 1950-81

the-increase in mean age at marriage that_was the principal source
of low total marriage rates alsoproduced_a reduced number of women
in the early durations of marriage; The cessation arid slight reversal of
the increase in ageat marriage; plus the marriage boot/IL-associated with
the new marriage law of 19841, produced a phenomenal increase in the
tOtal marriage rate and a commensurate increase in the number of mar-
riages of short duration. A consequence is that a rise in overall fertility
by 18 percent (from a TFR of 241 in 1979 to one of 2.85 in 1982) would
have occurred with constant fertility by duration of marriage (Coale
1984:54);

Although Red Sky residents also noted the relaxation of administra-
tive pressures for laternarriage, the mean ageat marriagefor women has
not_ decline& In December 1979 a prodamafion on_ Iate_marriage _and
planned birth issued by the lianjin Municipal Revolutionary Committee
was put into effect. It:established "optimal" marriage ages of 25 for urban
men and women, or if one partner was over 28, the other could be 24. The
proportion of women actually marrying below age V was slightly (but not
significantly)lower for women married during 1979-81 than for those mar-
ried during 1970-78 (62 percent compared with 69 percent). Another aspect
of the relaxation of administrative controls on marriage may havë iii this
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paitittilar case at least, contributed to a rise in marital fertility. Residents
indicate that pressures to delay the birth of their firSt child have also been
reduced since 1976. Authorities reportedly nmv_believe_thaC!gettingin line"
for permission to haveadtildis less_ urgent precisely because marriage con,
tinues to be late and because the proportion of couples having a second
child has dramatically diniinished. It is felt that, under such circumstances,
arlowing an earlier firat birth does not adversely affect overall family plan-
ning goals and is better for the health of mother and infant. This softening
of the spacing requirement may well have continued to the short first-birth
interval of women born_ after 1950 noted earlier.

In generaLfamily limitation has been_more effective in China's cities
than in the_ rural areas; for important economic and psychologiral reasons
(Coale 1984:58-62).. First; family income is derived from wages, and chil-
dren are not allocated employment until they are about age 18. Unlike the
situation in the countryside, where children betome productive much ear-
lier, urban youngsters are an economic burden until they find work.
Moreover, newly married inban couples commonly liVe independently and
are therefore less available to help_tneir parents. Becausemostuthan work-
ers now receive pensions, they arealso less dependent on their children
forold,age support than are their rural counterparts (see Davis-Friedmann
1985:154-57).

The prevalence of neolocal postmarital residence and the fact that
women earn wages mean that parents can sometimes look to daughters
as well as to sons for help. I have alteady observed that daughters are more
likely tb send money to their parents than sons and that the amounts_they
send do not differ significantly from remittances sent_by sons._ Married
daughters often visit and _help with shopping, housework; cleaning; care
intinte ofillness; and childcare; There is less pressure than in the country-
side; therefore; to have some minimal number of sons. Many of the women
I interviewed claimed that, in present circumstances, daughters may actu-
ally be more valuable than sons. While thit may be an overstatement there
can be little doubt that daughters are more likely sources of support than
ever before, whereas daughters-in-law are less dependable now than when
they were economically and physically under thecontrol of their mothers,
in-law. Bonds &affection andloyalty between daughters and their parents
are no longer severed at marriage.

CONCLUSIONS
Afterlianjin's flood_ in 1939 ancl_the two_disastrous crop years that sulted
frornit; fertility in Red Sky began a gradual recovery. By Liberation, fertil-
ity had reached preflood and pre-Japanese levels. From 1949 fertilf y con-
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tinned to rise as birth intervals decreased. Fertility peaked in 1957 and then
plummeted from 1959 to 1961. A short recovery in- 1962 was immediately
followed by another deep drop to an unprecedented low, well below replace-
ment levels, in 1966.- Frorri 1966 to 1970- there -was a modest recovery, but
only to replacement level.% and from 1970 fertility once again gradually fell
below replacementleveL

What accounts_forthese modulations? Changes occurringafterlibera-
tion might be expected to have inhibited the fertility of women in Red Sky
either by increasing the costs or by decreasing the rewards of having chil-
dren. As families inaeasingly count on income women earn outside the
home, for example, the valueof women's domestic work dedines and the
cost of having a woman remain at home to care for children increases rela-
tive to the incomeshe might obtain by going out to work. The itwolvement
of women innondomesfic _w_ork _did increase substantially_after Liberation;
butlertility continued to rise until_ 1958. The drop in fertility that then oc-
curled and the fertility changes that took place thereafter cannot be ac-
counted for by shifts in the degree to which women worked outside the
home, -_

EducatiOn bcatrie fiilly accesskile tto women after Liberation-, and more
time and effort are-now spent preparing the occupational and _economic
basis Of marriage. Thisthange toontight inctease the costside of whatever
formulazovernschildbearing decisions,Not only are adultsinterested in
taking_advantage of schoolingand_theleforewilling to delay marriage; but
there are also costs involved in sending children to school._ Furthermore;
whatever financial contribution children might make to the domestic econ-
omy cannot begin until they have left school and have been assigned a job
Often they marry and move away shortly thereafter. Although the burden
of childbearing has therefore inaeased and there has been a gradual and
constantrisein age at marriage, the fall in fertility has not been constant
or zontinuous.

Not only have the costs of having _children increased relative to the
benefits; but separation of the conjugal unit from both parental_ families
and growing independence of the -conjugal pair-have reduced the effec-
tiveness of pronatalist pressures hitherto exerted by mothers-in-law and
mothers anxious -to ensure support in their old age. 1;!nt the crucial shift
to neolocality_had begun even before Liberation and, as we have seen; fer-
filityinitiallyinse evenas women became better educated;_ more involved
in the _work _force; _and more independent Whatever contribution_coniugal
independence and increasing self-reliance may have made to declining fer-
tility, then, _it cannot account for _the overall pattern of change_ after 1949.

All, of these changes7-involvement of women- in the work force, in7
creased access to education, and the growing independence of married
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couples-should, theoretically, have conspired to pmducea dropin fertil-
ity_after 1949- Although_a fertility decline did_orcut the pattern of change
suggests that fertility was profoundly affected by factors other than those
outlined above. In contrast to the position takenelsewhere by Whyte and
Parish (1984), who argue that many of the changes that have occurred in
China since Liberation are expectable results of a more general moderniza-
Von process, my view is that, as far as changes m fertility are concerned,
more classical theories of "modernization"- seem to have little predictive
or retrodktive value. Nor can it be aTued that some general 'socialist"
model of_modernizationviouldbe anymore usefuLllathet the factors most
responsible for the overall pattern of fertility _change since 1949 have been
fundamentally political so that the pattern of fertility change has been as
distinctive as China's version of socialism. It is therefore more useful to ex-
plore the relationship between the two more directly than to attempt to
force a more general mOdel on the evidence What I am suggesting, in short,
is that modernization theory and the model of demographic transition are
not refined enough_to anticipate the fertility transformations_thatoccurred
irtited-Sky_ltismore uselul to begin with the dentogaphic pattern, using
it to signal potentially important economic; political; or social causes, than
to begin with specific social changes, assuming that they would have a
powerful eii'ect on fertility change. In this paper I have used fertility to iden-
tify some of the social, political, and economic changes that may have been
crucial. Butimy observations have oniy pointed the way to areas of ethno-
grorthic and ethnohistorical research that will be necessary to test and re-
fine these speculations.
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